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ABSTRACT

In the final months of 2008, a certain kind of imitation mobile phone became
popularly known as the ‘shanzhai handset’ ⼭寨⼿机. Originating from the Cantonese
word saanjaaih chong ⼭寨廠, the modern Chinese term shanzhai ⼭寨 is often used to
refer to activities that are unorthodox, involve imitation, and often mock the mainstream.
Despite its widespread use, the actual meaning of the term shanzhai remains debateable.
Through an analysis of academic and popular discourse, and with reference to research
interviews conducted in China, in this study I attempt to understand the different
nuances and significance of the term shanzhai. I assess the extent to which the shanzhai
approach is a historical one for China. In comparing ‘shanzhai culture’ to similar
practices observable over the past two centuries of Chinese history, I demonstrate that
shanzhai is distinctively related to ‘grassroots’ civilian culture. I conceptualise shanzhai
production as a form of ‘disruptive innovation’ — a revolutionised mode of production
which is enabled by disruptive technologies. Shanzhai products provide what I call the
‘non-consumers’ of the orthodox economy with access to technologies that would be
otherwise unaffordable. I speculate that for the Chinese government, a tolerance of the
sometimes law-infringing shanzhai consumption culture might serve to dampen the
impact of income inequality and maintain social stability. For some policymakers, the
unregulated shanzhai economy represents a safety risk. For aspirational up-and-coming
local brands, however, it presents an opportunity.

Keywords: Shanzhai, Disruptive Innovation, Imitative Innovation, Non-consumption,
Harmonious Society
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INTRODUCTION

It was 2 December 2008. Like every other evening, millions of viewers tuned into
the state television broadcaster China Central Television (CCTV) for the seven o’clock
Central Network News. On this night, viewers were taken to the Beijing Muxiyuan
Wholesale Mobile Phone Market 北京⽊樨园⼿机批发市场 where, along with the other ten
thousand daily visitors to the market, the CCTV reporter declared he was ‘there for the
shanzhai ⼭寨 products’. The cheap, feature-rich imitation mobile phone handsets on sale
at the market were known as shanzhai handsets, or shanzhaiji ⼭寨机.1 The reporter told
his viewers that:

Since the advent of the first shanzhai mobile handsets in 2003, a myriad of
shanzhai products has appeared. Shanzhai has evolved from an economic
behaviour into a sociocultural phenomenon.2

This news report marked the first acknowledgment of the existence of the
shanzhai phenomenon in mainstream state media. Long before the CCTV report,
however, the shanzhai telephone handset market has been flourishing. In 2007 alone, a
year before the news report, an estimated 150 million shanzhai handsets were

1 Shanzhaiji

⼭寨机 is an abbreviation of shanzhai yidong dianhua shouji ⼭寨移动电话⼿机.
Mobile Handsets Snatch the Low-end of the Market, Experts Call it Infringement’ ⼭寨⼿机抢低端市场
专家称侵权, Sohu 搜狐, 2 December 2008, online at: http://tv.sohu.com/20081202/n260982719.shtml (last accessed
27 October 2015).
2 ‘Shanzhai
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produced,3 generating a total revenue of USD$40 billion that year and sustaining some
200,000 jobs.4

If we accept the notion that shanzhai production connotes the adoption and
appropriation of technology and ideas, then China has been practicing something like it
since at least the end of the First Opium War in 1842. A review of the academic
literature related to this topic, a chronology of the history of shanzhai, and an analysis of
public discourse on the emergence of the wave and significance of shanzhai products in
contemporary China suggests that there is more to the phenomenon than the popular
impression that shanzhai is only about profiteering through imitation. As early as the
mid-nineteenth century, the issue of how China should adopt and adapt Western
technology was one of constant discussion and disputation.

Put simply, shanzhai producers imitate and innovate to indigenise useful foreign
technologies. Both Chinese and international critics have frequently derided shanzhai
producers as rogues and pirates.5 In this thesis, I will examine whether grassroots
consumers might regard these rogue producers as heroes for enabling them to gain
access to new technologies, and by adapting it to better suit their needs. Using case
studies of shanzhai firms, and through interviews with producers and experts in China, I
investigate the tensions between roguery and entrepreneurial adaptation, and why the

3 The 150 million shanzhai handsets represented nearly a quarter of a total 750 million handsets produced in
China that year. See ‘China’s “Bandit Phones” Making Big Scores’, CNN, 3 September 2009, online at:
http://edition.cnn.com/2009/TECH/07/29/china.fake.phones/ (last accessed 27 October 2015).
4 Chao-Ching Wei et al, ‘Exploring the Industry Follower’s Entry Strategies from China's Bandit Business Model’,
Chinese Management Studies, vol. 7, no. 3 (2013): 369.
5 See, for example, ‘China Should Ditch Shanzhai’, The Economic Observer, 10 May 2013, online at:
http://www.eeo.com.cn/ens/2013/0510/243828.shtml (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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Chinese authorities would appear to do little to intervene in this boisterous, illicit
market.

Based on my research, I find that shanzhai is a nebulous term that can have
different meanings for different people. In this study, I aim to understand the contours
and significance of the term shanzhai, and the reasons for its emergence.

The emergence of a sociocultural phenomenon
By the time of the 2008 CCTV report, shanzhai, a term that had generally been
used to describe the mass production and consumption of imitation mobile phone
handsets — typically labelled with subtle variations on brand names, such as ‘NOKLA’
instead of ‘Nokia’ and ‘Samsang’ instead of Samsung6 — no longer simply connoted the
manufacture of cheap copies. For the numerous temporary residents in China’s cities big
and small, mobile phones had become an important communication tool, both for
communicating with each other and with their families in distant provinces.7 Shanzhai
handsets began to reflect the unique requirements of the migrant workers who were
manufacturing and using them. Producers began adding features to address what they
themselves saw as shortcomings in the products that they were imitating. One such new
feature was the addition of dual SIM (Subscriber Identity Module) card support, which
allowed migrant workers to save on call tariffs for inter-provincial calls. Using one of the
dual-SIM devices, migrant workers could make and take calls on two mobile phone
numbers, using either their subscription for the city in which they were working, or

6 Peng Sizhou et al 彭思⾈等, The Economic Revolution of Shanzhai ⼭寨經濟⼤⾰命：模仿為創新之母, Taiwan:
Showwe Information Co. 秀威資訊, 2009, p. 31.
7 Yinni Peng and Susanne Y. P. Choi, ‘Mobile Phone Use Among Migrant Factory Workers in South China:
Technologies of Power and Resistance’, The China Quarterly, vol. 215 (September 2013): 562.
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their home province subscription.8 Shanzhai producers were adoptive, adaptive, in
touch with and responsive to the unique needs of their consumers — because in many
cases, they were members of the very demographic that wanted to appeal and to.

The term ‘shanzhai culture’ ⼭寨⽂化, as it was called in the CCTV report
mentioned above, had become the collective sobriquet for any activity which connoted
imitation. No longer confined to the production of cheap and often legally ambiguous
goods, ‘shanzhai culture’ resonated broadly with grassroots consumers. For some people,
shanzhai products provided access to technologies that they would otherwise be unable
to afford. For others, the display of mimicry and mockery in shanzhai culture expressed
an otherwise cloaked opposition to the mainstream. For example, a Sichuan-based
citizen disappointed by the declining quality of the annual CCTV Spring Festival Gala
took matters into his own hands and, in 2009, produced a shanzhai gala of his own.9 The
producer of the gala, known by the alias ‘Old Meng’, believed that shanzhai culture
appealed to the ‘commonfolk’ because it empowered the grassroots:

I imitate you [CCTV] but am better than you in many ways…. It is a gala by the
grassroots and for the grassroots! We gonna beat CCTV at its own show!10

Following the CCTV report, shanzhai culture began to attract the attention of
cultural commentators. In 2009, the cultural analyst Pei Yu 裴钰 deemed shanzhai a
‘rubbish culture’ because it infringed on intellectual property (IP) rights:
8 Michael Keane and Elaine Jing Zhao, ‘Renegades on the Frontier of Innovation: The Shanzhai Grassroots
Communities of Shenzhen in China’s Creative Economy’, Eurasian Geography and Economics, vol. 53, no. 2 (2012):
224; see also Peng Sizhou et al, The Economic Revolution of Shanzhai, p. 12.
9 Lin Zhang and Anthony Fung, ‘The Myth of Shanzhai Culture and the Paradox of Digital Democracy in China’,
Inter-Asia Cultural Studies, vol. 14, no. 3 (2013): 406.
10 Ibid.
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Culture is merely the superstructure of the economy… let me give you an
example. A company in Beijing was ordered to pay damages of RMB 10,000,000
for copying the chassis of a German car. I believe many people would not approve
of such behaviour. Shanzhai culture is the superstructure of this [activity]….11

The Shanghai-based cultural critic Zhu Dake 朱⼤可 offered a historical
perspective on shanzhai culture. He opined that shanzhai was a contemporary
incarnation of the popular ‘rogue’, or liumang 流氓, culture of the 1980s. He said that
shanzhai is a word with three main connotations:

In the first place, it means imitation. Secondly, it connotes a rogue [liumang]
spirit. Thirdly, it satirises and mocks its subjects in the process of deconstructing
and overturning them.12

By 2011, shanzhai was by no means merely an obscure ‘rogue’ handset
production activity in Shenzhen, the ‘home’ of the shanzhai handsets.13 Shanzhai culture
had become so ubiquitous that the acclaimed author Yu Hua 余華 dedicated an entire
chapter of his book China in Ten Words to explaining the term. He said that shanzhai:

11 Pei

Yu 裴钰, ‘Shanzhai Breaks Laws, and Shanzhai Culture is a Rubbish Culture’ ⼭寨触犯法律 ⼭寨⽂化是⼀个
垃圾⽂化, Tencent News, 7 March 2009, online at: http://news.qq.com/a/20090307/001066.htm (last accessed 27
October 2015).
12 Zhu Dake 朱⼤可, ‘Shanzhai Culture is a Deconstructive Social Movement’ ⼭寨⽂化是⼀場社會解構運動, Sina,
15 January 2009, online at: http://news.sina.com/ch/phoenixtv/102-101-101-110/2009-01-15/16413565607.html
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
13 David Barboza, ‘Counterfeit Phones Capturing Market Share’, The Ledger, 28 April 2009, online at:
http://www.theledger.com/article/20090428/NEWS/904285015 (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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…[o]riginally denoted a mountain hamlet protected by a stockade or other
fortifications; later it acquired an extended meaning as a hinterland area, home to
the poor. It was also a name once given to the lairs of outlaws and bandits, and
the word has continued to have connotations of freedom from official control. In
the past few years, with the increasing popularity of copycat cell phones that
offer multiple functions at a low price, the word ‘copycat’ [shanzhai] has given the
word ‘imitation’ a new meaning….14

In the Chinese-language original of the book published in Taiwan, Yu Hua calls
shanzhai a ‘national myth’.15 His English translator Alan Barr renders shanzhai as
‘copycat’. In light of the growing popularity and scale of shanzhai production, intellectual
property (IP) holders have become increasingly aware of the threat that shanzhai
products pose to their market share. In a 2014 interview, Jonathan Ive, a senior
executive with the iconic iPhone manufacturer Apple, spoke out for the first time in
direct criticism of China’s ‘copycat’ smartphone producer Xiaomi 小米科技:

I’ll stand a little bit harsh, I don’t see it as flattery…. When you’re doing something
for the first time, you don’t know it’s going to work. You spend seven or eight
years working on something, and then it’s copied…. I think it’s theft, and it’s
lazy.16

14 Yu

Hua, China in Ten Words, Alan H. Barr trans, New York: Pantheon Books, 2011, p. 261.
Hua 余華, China in Ten Words ⼗個詞彙裡的中國 Taipei: Rye Field Publishing Co. 麥田出版, 2011, p. 253.
16 Lessley Anderson, ‘3 Lessons Apple’s Jony Ive Learned from Steve Jobs’, Vanity Fair, 10 October 2014, online at:
http://www.vanityfair.com/news/tech/2014/10/jony-ive-lessons-from-steve-jobs (last accessed 27 October 2015).
15 Yu
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Imitative innovation
Allegations of intellectual property infringement are by no means new in the
Chinese information technology industry. The search engine Baidu 百度 was criticised
from the time of its inception in 2000 for being merely a clone of the American search
engine Google; and it was later derided as a ‘C2C’, or a ‘Copy to China’ product.17
Whether or not such allegations are fair, the company successfully secured the majority
share of the Chinese search engine market and achieved a market capitalisation of
USD$4 billion on the day of its initial public offering (IPO) on the NASDAQ Stock Market
on Wall Street on 5 August 2005.18 Alibaba 阿里巴巴, accused of imitation and being a C2C
of eBay, similarly outdid its competitor and raised USD$228.5 billion on its first day of
trading on the New York Stock Exchange on 19 September 2014.19 The Shenzhen-based
Internet conglomerate Tencent 腾讯 established its enterprise on the instant messaging
(IM) software QQ, a self-acknowledged imitation of an Israeli-developed IM application
called ICQ.20 Later, its popular WeChat 微信 service was seen by some as being nothing
more than a brazen copy of the American application WhatsApp.21 Pony Ma 马化腾, the
CEO of Tencent, makes no attempt to hide his approach to what he calls ‘imitative
innovation’:

17 ‘6 Myths Chinese Search Engine Baidu Would Rather Like to Correct’, Search Engine Land, 30 August 2011,
online at: http://searchengineland.com/6-myths-chinese-search-engine-baidu-would-rather-like-to-correct-91068
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
18 ‘Baidu.com More than Triples’, Market Watch, 5 August 2005, online at:
http://www.marketwatch.com/story/baidu-ipo-jumps-354-into-the-record-books (last accessed 27 October 2015)
19 ‘Laughing on Wall Street’ 笑傲华尔街, Phoenix New Media 凤凰新媒体, 19 September 2014, online at:
http://tech.ifeng.com/internet/special/alibaba-ipo/ (last accessed 27 October 2015).
20 Zhou Yibo 周义博, Inside the Establishment of Tencent 腾讯创业内幕, Zhejiang: Zhejiang People’s Press 浙江⼈
民出版社, 2012, p. 23.
21 ‘From Copycats to Cross-Competitor Innovation – A Story of Path and WeChat’, The Pirates Inn, online at:
http://www.thepiratesinn.com/from-copycats-to-cross-competitor-innovation-a-story-of-path-and-wechat/ (last
accessed 27 October 2015).
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You may understand [what we do] as a kind of study, an ability to absorb. We
adopt the strongpoints while rethinking the shortcomings of the original. So, in
imitation, we also pursue innovation.22

In recent years, the international media has often characterised China as having a
‘pirate’ culture.23 However, since the advent of the Industrial Revolution, technological
transfer and catch-up has been a common feature of the national industries of
developing countries that have ‘caught-up’ to existing economic powers. Japan is today
hailed as an innovation powerhouse, renowned for everything from quality cameras to
automobiles.24 Until relatively recently, however, Japanese producers pursued an
approach similar to China’s shanzhai manufacturers, called kaizen 改善 in Japanese,25
literally, ‘improvement’. As early as 1933, the founder of the Toyota Motor Corporation,
Kiichirō Toyoda declared:

We shall learn production techniques from the American method of mass
production. But we will not copy it as is. We shall use our own research and
creativity to develop a production method that suits our own country's
situation.26

22 ‘QQ

CEO Pony Ma’s Most Recent Response: Imitation is Another Kind of Innovation’ QQ 老板马化腾最新回应：
模仿也是⼀种创新, Qudong Zhongguo 驱动中国, 19 November 2010, online at
http://site.qudong.com/2010/1119/80856.shtml (last accessed 27 October 2015).
23 See, for example, Kenneth Rapoza, ‘In China, Why Piracy is Here to Stay’, Forbes, 22 July 2012, online at:
http://www.forbes.com/sites/kenrapoza/2012/07/22/in-china-why-piracy-is-here-to-stay/ (last accessed 27
October 2015); see also ‘Uber Raid in China Followed by Government’s Copycat App’, International Business Times, 18
May 2015, online at: http://www.ibtimes.com/uber-raid-china-followed-governments-copycat-app-1927149 (last
accessed 27 October 2015).
24 Peng Sizhou et al, The Economic Revolution of Shanzhai, p. 14.
25 Ibid.
26 Robert Boyer, Elsie Charron, and Ulrich Jurgens eds, Between Imitation and Innovation: The Transfer and
Hybridization of Productive Models in the International Automobile Industry, Oxford, England: Oxford University Press,
1998, p. 72.
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The United States of America, a nation that now condemns the infringement of
US-held patents and copyright by Chinese companies, is not itself untarnished by
allegations of piracy. In fact, the USA did not have laws to protect international patents
or inventions until Congress passed the International Copyright Act in 1891.27

Disruptive innovation
‘Disruptive innovation’, as first described by Clayton M. Christensen in his 1997
bestseller The Inventor’s Dilemma, is, I would suggest, the driving force behind the
proliferation of the shanzhai mobile phone handsets:

The innovation transforms something that used to be so costly, only the very rich
had access to it. These innovations make it so affordable and simple that normal
people can do what only the rich and very skilled could do before.28

‘Disruptive firms’ do not solely compete in existing markets. They instead seek to
generate growth by meeting the needs of ‘non-consumers’ — that is, those unable to the
afford the offerings of incumbent firms. According to Christensen, disruptive
innovations are often ‘cheaper, simpler, smaller, and, frequently, more convenient to use’
than existing products.29 In the 1990s, Taiwanese video pirates were notorious for
brashly undermining the tightly-controlled and proprietary DVD (Digital Video Disc)
format that was replacing the videocassette. Unlike the DVD, the Taiwanese-developed
VCD (Video Compact Disc) could be produced and consumed by virtually anyone with a

27 William P. Alford, To Steal a Book Is an Elegant Offense: Intellectual Property Law in Chinese Civilization,
Redwood, CA: Stanford University Press, 1995, p. 5.
28 Craig Lambert, ‘Disruptive Genius’, Harvard Magazine (July-August 2014), online at:
http://harvardmagazine.com/2014/07/disruptive-genius (last accessed 27 October 2015).
29 Ibid.
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CD-ROM (Compact Disc) drive.30 This was a development that would lead the often illicit
and always cheaper VCD to all but replace the DVD format throughout Asia.

In 2003, the Taiwanese technology firm MediaTek 聯發科技 developed an
unprecedented ‘system-on-a-chip’ processor.31 The MediaTek processor was for China’s
shanzhai mobile phone producers what the VCD had been for Taiwanese film pirates.32
This chip was an all-in-one and highly customisable solution, which provided most of
the basic mobile phone functionalities, including cellular and Bluetooth antennas, a
graphics-processing unit and a preloaded software operating system. In an industry
dominated by multinational firms with integrated supply chains, the MediaTek chip
removed many of the barriers previously faced by smaller firms in sourcing the various
components required to build a mobile phone. Producers using the MediaTek chip only
had to design the exterior housing for the telephone handset, and add any additional
peripheral components to the predesigned circuit, such as a camera or a loudspeaker. As
one shanzhai producer put it in a 2009 interview:

You needed a design house. You needed software guys. You needed hardware
design. But now, a company with five guys can do it.33

The inexpensive and expedited mode of production made possible by the
MediaTek chip was an important turning point for China’s lower-end handset market.
30 Shujen Wang, Framing Piracy: Globalization and Film Distribution in Greater China, Lanham, MD: Rowman &
Littlefield Publishers, 2003, p. 54.
31 ‘MediaTek to Introduce its First Mobile-Phone Chips’, Taipei Times, 9 October 2003, online at:
http://www.taipeitimes.com/News/biz/archives/2003/10/09/2003071029 (last accessed 27 October 2015); see
also Jin-Li Hu et al, ‘The Business Model of a Shanzhai Mobile Phone Firm in China’, Australian Journal of Business and
Management Research, vol. 1, no. 3 (2011): 55.
32 Shujen Wang, Framing Piracy, p. 49.
33 David Barboza, ‘In China, Knockoff Cellphones are a Hit’, The New York Times, 27 April 2009, online at:
http://www.nytimes.com/2009/04/28/technology/28cell.html?_r=0 (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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No longer burdened by complex supply chains and regulatory obligations,34 shanzhai
producers could focus on imitating the designs of popular branded products, and on
adding their own novel features to their own versions of telephones. This approach to
mass scale, cheap and accessible mobile phone handset production remains prevalent in
China today. In 2015, industry estimates place the production cost of the popular Xiaomi
小米 smartphone, which uses a similar system-on-a-chip processor, at a mere USD$20.35

By comparison, the components required to build the Apple iPhone, which Xiaomi has
been accused of imitating, cost about ten times that amount, that is USD$200.36 The
system-on-a-chip, like the VCD, provided grassroots consumers with access to
technology, and a platform that supported the ‘imitative innovation’ that is central to
shanzhai.

The ‘hooligan’ or liumang spirit – where Mount Liang meets Shenzhen
Perhaps in shanzhai culture we can detect an aspect of cultural and consumer
behaviour that has a widespread appeal among people who find in shanzhai producers
local champions of an indigenous (and highly profitable) spirit of rebellion against
international norms, as well as being the modern echo of older forms of antiauthoritarianism. To understand better the contemporary shanzhai phenomenon, we
should consider the etymology and history of the term. Shanzhai ⼭寨 are, literally,
‘mountain strongholds’. To my knowledge, the first recorded use of this term is to be
found in the late-sixteenth century novel Shuihu Zhuan ⽔滸傳, known in English as All
Men are Brothers or The Outlaws of The Marsh, attributed to the writer Shi Nai’an 施耐庵.
34 For a technical explanation of the role of the MediaTek chip in shanzhai production, see Chao-Ching Wei et al,
‘Exploring the Industry Follower’s Entry Strategies from China's Bandit Business Model’, pp. 366–367.
35 ‘Company Vitae: Xiaomi’, Management Today (February 2015): 16.
36 ‘Teardown estimates iPhone 6 costs $200 to make; iPhone 6 Plus just $15 more’, ZDNet, 24 September 2014,
online at: http://www.zdnet.com/article/teardown-estimates-iphone-6-costs-200-to-make-iphone-6-plus-just-15more/ (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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In the 1950s-60s, small factories in Hong Kong which produced inexpensive goods and
were usually located in remote areas of the British colony were known in Cantonese as
saanjaaih chong ⼭寨廠, literally, ‘shanzhai factories’37 — presumably because they
operated beyond the jurisdiction of the authorities. Perhaps the term saanjaaih was
used in reference to the 108 bandits of Shi Nai’an’s novel who occupied a ‘mountain
eyrie’, or shanzhai, at Mount Liang 梁⼭.

The author Yu Hua, referred to earlier, claimed in 2011 that shanzhai is a word
that ‘captures an anarchist spirit more vividly than any other term in modern Chinese’.38
The cultural critic Zhu Dake, also quoted above, likened it to China’s ‘rogue’ or liumang
spirit.39 Liumang is a term that means hooligan, raffish, disrespectful of authority,
depraved. The term gained currency in the 1980s to describe an alternative literary and
artistic movement that gained its popularity against the backdrop of official culture. I
would argue that the expression provides us with the closest recent parallel to the
shanzhai spirit. The novelist Wang Shuo 王朔 and the father of Chinese rock ‘n’ roll, Cui
Jian 崔健, are regarded as paragons of liumang culture. Both prided themselves on being
opponents to convention.40 There is ambivalence at the heart of liumang culture, just as
there is at the core of the shanzhai spirit. On the surface, these ‘hooligans’ and ‘bandits’
appear indifferent to the norms they challenge. In reality, however, the transgressive
liumang artist or shanzhai producer carefully calculates their actions. As one analyst
observes, they are ‘naughty but not dangerous’ when it comes to engaging with or

37 Gao Tianqiang ⾼添強 and Li Jian 李建, Colourful Hong Kong 1940s-1960s 彩⾊香港 1940s﹣1960s, Hong Kong:
Joint Publishing HK 三聯書店 (香港) 有限公司, 2013, p. 8.
38 Yu Hua, China in Ten Words, p. 253.
39 Zhu Dake, ‘Shanzhai Culture is a Deconstructive Social Movement’.
40 Ibid; see also, Geremie R. Barmé, ‘Wang Shuo and Liumang ('hooligan') Culture’, Australian Journal of Chinese
Affairs, vol. 28 (July 1992): 41-42.
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confronting convention and the holders of power.41 In the 1980s-90s, liumang culture
provided a relatively harmless ‘safety valve’ for the disenfranchised, displaced and
disgruntled members of society. For the ruling Chinese Communist Party (CCP), this
represented an opportunity to attenuate the potentially socially destabilising actions of
a confused and dissatisfied post-Cultural-Revolution generation.

In recent years, the Chinese authorities seem to have done little to prosecute the
producers of the often law-infringing shanzhai imitations. One possible explanation for
this might be that a nationwide crackdown on small and nimble producers would be
logistically unfeasible, or too costly. Another explanation for the Party’s apparent
inaction might be the precedent set by its tolerance of liumang culture in the 1980s-90s.
Shanzhai consumption may represent an avenue for material fulfilment among China’s
economically disenfranchised ‘non-consumers’. For the Party, a certain level of tolerance
of ‘shanzhai culture’ could contribute to maintaining social stability.

A historical perspective
One could argue that a particular ‘ideological approach’ may also underpin what
Pony Ma calls the ‘imitative innovation’ of shanzhai production. Yu Hua suggests that
history sheds some light on the origins of shanzhai culture:

If we conceptualise the copycat phenomenon [shanzhai] as a form of
revolutionary action initiated by the weak against the strong, then this kind of

41 Geremie R. Barmé, ‘The Revolution of Resistance’, in Elizabeth J. Perry and Mark Seldon eds, Contemporary
Chinese Society: Change, Conflict and Resistance, New York: Routledge, 1999, p. 49.
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revolution has happened before in China — in the Cultural Revolution forty-four
years ago.42

This observation does, however, overlook the fact that the Great Proletarian
Cultural Revolution was itself based on what Lenin called kulturnaya revolyutsiya
(‘cultural revolution’) in his 1923 essay On Cooperation.43 Mao Zedong’s enactment in
China of the Cultural Revolution was a continuation of a Chinese Communist Party
tradition of adopting and adapting socialist thought from the Soviet Union.44 Like the
Cultural Revolution before it, shanzhai culture did not miraculously emerge from
nothing over the past decade. The shanzhai phenomenon is, in many ways, a new
chapter in a Chinese narrative of ideological and technological catch-up, one that I date
back to the First Opium War (1839-42).

The First and Second Opium Wars marked in stark military terms the inability of
late-dynastic China to defend itself against foreign aggression or to compete with the
rising European trading powers.45 The scientist and Sinologist Joseph Needham believed
that traditional China’s demise in the modern era was attributable to the failure of its
thinkers to discover the natural laws of science. He famously questioned why the once
technologically flourishing civilisation of China failed to undergo a Scientific Revolution
— a conundrum known today as the ‘Needham Question’.46 The Peking University
scholar Justin Yifu Lin’s 林毅夫 commentary on the ‘Needham Question’ attributes China’s

42 Yu

Hua, China in Ten Words, p. 279.
Ilyich Ulyanov (aka. Lenin), Lenin’s Collected Works 2nd English Edition, Moscow: Progress Publishers,
1965, p. 475.
44 Yang Liguang, Zhongshan Road: Following the Trail of China’s Modernisation, Callum Smith trans, London, UK:
Aurora Publishing, 2015, pp. 276-280.
45 See the foreword to Ibid, p. 1.
46 See the introduction to Ibid, pp. 31-33.
43 Vladimir
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failure to carry out an indigenous scientific revolution to the strictures imposed on the
country’s intellectual life by the imperial examination system (keju 科舉). The keju
emphasised that potential government officials had to submerge themselves in the study
and memorisation of classical literary texts, and did not allow for the transition from
‘experiential’ learning to ‘experimental’ invention, which is the basis of modern science.
As Lin remarks:

Whether we’re talking about pre-modern or modern society, technology
innovation is in essence simply the process of ‘finding problems and fixing them’.
In the 18th century, before the industrial revolution of the mid 18th century, both
Eastern and Western inventions came from factories or agricultural production
as a result of trial and error of less orthodox methods of production. After the
industrial revolution, innovation became a conscious process of discovery and
experiment, and by the 19th century, modern scientific principles became the
foundation for experimentation in technological innovation.47

Following Qing China’s defeat in the First Opium War, the scholar-official Wei
Yuan 魏源 suggested in his Records and Maps of the World 海國圖志, published in 1842,
that China ‘study the technology of the barbarians in order to tame them’ 師夷長技以制
夷.48 Feng Guifen 馮桂芬, a scholar and advocate of what would become the Self-

Strengthening Movement, in an 1861 essay titled Counterproposals from the Jiaobin
Studio 校邠廬抗議 advocated what he called ‘self-strengthening’ — the borrowing of

Justin Yifu Lin 林毅夫, ‘The Needham Question, Max Webb’s Question, and the Chinese Miracle’ 李约瑟之谜, 韦
伯疑问和中国的奇迹, Peking University Journal of Philosophy and Sociology 北京⼤学学报(哲学社会科学版), vol. 44,
no. 4 (2007): 5-22; quoted in Yang Liguang, Zhongshan Road, p. 32; also online at:
http://www.linyifu.com/?m=200810 (last accessed 27 October 2015).
48 Yang Liguang, Zhongshan Road, p. 83.
47
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Western science and technology, while retaining core Chinese values 中學為體西學為用.
After suffering a further military defeat in a conflict with Anglo-French forces in the
1850s, the Qing court initiated a three-decade long Self-Strengthening Movement 自強運
動, also known as the Westernisation Movement 洋務運動, based on Feng’s ideological

approach. In the following decades, up to the end of the Qing dynasty in 1911 and into
the Republic of China (1912-1949), the issue of how China should adopt and adapt
Western ideas and what were becoming global norms was one of constant discussion
and disputation. In 1934, the influential writer Lu Xun 魯迅 proposed the active adoption
of useful foreign ideas and technology — an approach that he dubbed ‘grabism’ 拿來主
義.49 Today, some would call it shanzhai.

Chapter outline
Chapter One addresses the question of what shanzhai is. In this chapter, I review
different perspectives on the shanzhai phenomenon, as reflected in popular discourse
and interviews with Chinese entrepreneurs. As some analysts have argued, shanzhai
culture may have evolved from a two-century old tradition of technological ‘catch up’ in
China. More recently, ‘Copy to China’ information technology firms founded in the 1990s
and early 2000s — including Baidu, Alibaba and Tencent — adopted a similar approach
to ‘imitative innovation’. Although shanzhai production connotes a comparable activity,
the shanzhai producer is distinctly ‘grassroots’. That is to say, shanzhai businesses are
run by small-time civilian entrepreneurs.

49 Lu Xun 魯迅, ‘Grabism’ 拿來主義, Zhonghua Ribao - Dongxiang 中華日報·動向, 7 June 1934; also online at:
http://www.5156edu.com/page/09-02-03/42800.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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Chapter Two recounts the events and conditions that led to the emergence of the
shanzhai mobile phone handsets. Based on research interviews conducted for this thesis,
I show how the creation of the MediaTek system-on-a-chip enabled a grassroots mode of
mobile phone production. First released in 2003, the MediaTek chip provided migrant
workers in Shenzhen with the technological means with which to build cheap mobile
phones. By 2007, the market for what would become known as shanzhai mobile phones
was flourishing.

Chapter Three conceptualises shanzhai as a kind of ‘disruptive innovation’. I
argue that shanzhai manufacturers create products that are better suited to the unique
requirements of China’s ‘non-consumers’ — that is, the demographic group of lowerincome earners who are generally unable to afford the more expensive offerings of the
orthodox economy. I compare the Chinese government’s apparent tolerance of shanzhai
consumption to its treatment of liumang, or ‘hooligan’ culture in the 1980s-90s in an
effort to demonstrate that, for the Chinese Communist Party, allowing non-threatening
‘shadow cultures’ to exist may be in its socio-political interests.

In the conclusion I observe that the shanzhai phenomenon has emerged from a
history of technological ‘catch-up’, and also from a history of rebellion. Whether or not
we accept it as a legitimate business practice, Pony Ma’s ‘imitative innovation’ has
certainly increased access to technology among members of China’s grassroots social
strata, and an approach similar to that of shanzhai production can be detected in
Chinese enterprises of all sizes — from the New York Stock Exchange listed Alibaba, to
the ‘underground’ mobile phone factories of Shenzhen. I conclude that the widespread
consumption of shanzhai products is attributable to social inequality. These cheaper
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versions of popular mainstream goods provide China’s lower-income earners with an
alternative to unaffordable originals. For the Chinese government, a certain level of
tolerance of potentially law-infringing shanzhai consumption may serve to maintain
social stability. Though tolerated, the unregulated shanzhai economy has generated
concerns among policymakers and consumers that these crudely crafted electronic
devices could be unreliable and unsafe. This, in turn, has created a market for local
brands such as Xiaomi that offer affordable, reliable, and distinctly Chinese products.
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CHAPTER I

Defining Shanzhai

Cracking down on Trademark Infringement
严厉打击侵犯注册商标, 严厉打击制售假冒伪劣商品的违法⾏为
The slogan reads, literally: ’harshly hit out a trademark infringement, sternly strike down the
illegal activities of sell fake, imitation, inferior products’.
Photo by the author.

Outside one of the many digital goods wholesale markets in the Huaqiangbei
Commercial Area 华强北商业区 of the Shenzhen Special Economic Zone in Guangdong
province, southern China, a large red banner over the entrance reads ‘Crackdown on
Trademark Infringement — strenuously oppose the illegal manufacture and sale of lowquality counterfeit products’.50 Occupying one-and-a-half square kilometres of the
Futian district 福田区 of the city, Huaqiangbei features a major concentration of
50 严厉打击侵犯注册商标, 严厉打击制售假冒伪劣商品的违法⾏为 (photo taken on 18 July 2015, see above). A
similar sign can be seen online: ‘In Huaqiangbei, you can get a shanzhai iPhone 6 Plus for 700 RMB’ 华强北⼭寨
iPhone 6 Plus: 700 就能买, Sina Technology News 新浪科技, 17 March 2015, online at:
http://tech.sina.com.cn/t/2015-03-17/doc-icczmvun6866146.shtml (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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wholesale outlets that supply many of Shenzhen’s numerous factories. From
insignificant single components such as buttons and cables, to readymade gadgets that
even leading companies in Silicon Valley are yet to announce, anything and everything
electronic is on sale in formidable quantities in Huaqiangbei.

Walking through the plastic curtains at the entrance to the market, one becomes
immersed in the world of shanzhai. ‘Tech-heads’, migrant workers and the occasional
foreigner push and shove through a cluster of hawker-like stalls that are selling
everything from Bluetooth-enabled engagement rings to exact replicas (gaofang ⾼仿) of
the Apple iPad. You could be forgiven for becoming slightly confused by the plethora of
products on display. You might approach a store owner to enquire about the cost of a
device that looks like an iPhone, but before you can make an offer, the salesperson asks:
‘would you like a domestically produced (guochan 国产) one, or an imported (shuihuo ⽔
货) one? The Chinese model (guohang 国⾏),51 or the smuggled (shuihuo) one from Hong

Kong? An ‘original’ (yuanzhuang 原装),52 or a high-end replica (gaofang)?’53

Among distributers, shanzhai products are known by many different labels, but
they are never called ‘counterfeits’. Although some stores may offer high-end gaofang
replicas and ‘A-grade replicas’ (A 货) if you know how to ask for them, you would not be
likely to find ‘fake’ 假货/仿品 mobile phones in Huaqiangbei, or ‘pirate copy’ 盗版
51 Hanghuo ⾏货 (rendered here as guohang, literally, ‘legitimate Mainland China stock’) is used in opposition to
shuihuo, referring to goods that are procured via legitimate means (for example, through a local agent of a multination
corporation); see the entry on hanghuo ⾏货 in Baidu Encyclopaedia, online at: http://baike.baidu.com/view/533.htm
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
52 Yuanzhuang can refer either to a product in its original packaging, or a product purportedly sourced from the
official factory. It is here ambiguously used to refer to a product that ‘should be’ genuine; see entry the on yuanzhuang
原装 in Baidu Encyclopaedia, online at: http://baike.baidu.com/view/558242.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015).
53 Shuihuo here refers not to an imported product, but to a counterfeit. Both meanings are accepted — although
not strictly correct — in vernacular Chinese. Shuihuo traditionally refers to the opposite of the aforementioned
hanghuo, as in, illegally imported (but genuine) goods; see entry the on shuihuo ⽔货 in Baidu Encyclopaedia, online at:
http://baike.baidu.com/subview/1768/5066078.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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imitation bags at Beijing’s Silk Street Market. Some retailers claim their products are ‘the
same as the original’ 官⽅同款,54 or even ‘better than’ the original.55 Others claim that
their products are in fact ‘originals’, which they have sourced from an undisclosed
insider with a ‘special channel’ 特殊渠道.56 ‘There is no difference whatsoever,’57 says one
salesperson, ‘you can even check the serial number on the official website’, says
another.58

Goophone i4 and iPhone 4 (left)
‘iPhone 6 Tops the List! Shanzhai Version Out Before the Original’ iPhone 6 领衔！真品未出⼭寨机已
⾏动, My Drivers 驅動之家, 15 July 2015, online at: http://news.mydrivers.com/1/312/312265.htm

AiWatch paired to an iPhone 5S (right)
‘The Best Gaofang Replica Watch’ 最好的⾼仿⼿表, Shanzhai Addict ⼭寨迷, 10 July 2015, online at:
http://www.shanzhaimi8.com/article-48392.html

54 See, for instance, this Taobao listing for an Apple Watch strap that is ‘the same as the original’:
https://item.taobao.com/item.htm?spm=a230r.1.14.35.42rgIc&id=45543496443&ns=1&abbucket=1 (last accessed
27 October 2015).
55 Haochen Sun, ‘Can Louis Vuitton Dance with HiPhone? Rethinking the Idea of Social Justice in Intellectual
Property Law’, University of Pennsylvania Journal of Law & Social Change, vol. 15 (2012): 391.
56 Interviews, III. ii., p. 25; see also for example this Taobao listing for a purportedly ‘original’ real leather case:
https://item.taobao.com/item.htm?spm=2013.1.20141003.8.STXoLS&scm=1007.10011.12398.100200300000001&i
d=522060567550&pvid=ae5c0c02-7cbf-4a91-8923-a532791a836a (last accessed 27 October 2015).
57 Interviews, III. ii., p. 25.
58 ‘A Riddle of Real and Fake: Gaofang Phones Create a “Disaster Zone” for Apple, Samsung and Xiaomi ’⾼仿⼿机
以假乱真 苹果小米三星成“重灾区”, Sina Technology News, 9 August 2015, online at: http://tech.sina.com.cn/t/201508-17/doc-ifxfxraw8856893.shtml (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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With labels like ‘HiPhone’,59 ‘GooPhone’60 and ‘Aiwatch’,61 many of the items on
sale are recognisable, but clearly non-genuine versions of brand-name products. The
shanzhai copies on sale in Huaqiangbei are often priced at less than ten percent of the
price of an ‘original’. An exact replica, or gaofang imitation of the Apple iPhone 5S retails
for a mere RMB 380 (AUD$80),62 while the original sells at the Apple Store for RMB
3688 (AUD $800). Other shanzhai devices on sale include bizarre appropriations of
traditional products and trademarks. One merchant displays a range of iPhone copies,
available in various sizes, from the ‘iPhone Mini’63 — a phone with a candy-bar form
factor and a small screen — to the ‘iPhone Air’64 — a flip-screen phone with a large
Apple logo embossed into the casing. Another store is selling mobile phones in the shape
of Chunghwa cigarette packets.65 A large advertisement poster depicts Barack Obama as
the spokesperson for the ‘Harvard Telecommunications Co. BlockBerry Mobile Phone’.66

59 ‘The Best of the Shanzhai Mobiles: Hiphone vs iPhone’ 最强⼭寨⼿机 Hiphone 挑战 iPhone, NetEase, online at:
http://mobile.163.com/special/001127IL/hiphone.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
60 ‘Shanzhai “God Machine” Goophone Exposed: Rest in Peace, iPhone 6’ ⼭寨“神机"Goophone 曝光:苹果 iPhone
6 可以安息了, 3DMGAME, 6 December 2014, online at: http://www.3dmgame.com/hardware/201412/3408292.html
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
61 ‘Before the Apple Watch is released, the kingdom of shanzhai starts selling the AiWatch’ Apple Watch 還沒上市,
⼭寨王國的 AiWatch 就開賣了 , Tech Bang T 客邦, 14 December 2014, online at:
http://www.techbang.com/posts/21449-worlds-first-fake-apple-watch-was-released-and-yes-it-is-made-in-china
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
62 Interviews, III. i., p. 24.
63 ‘How cute! A Mini iPhone! Obsessed with Shanzhai’ 好可愛!好小隻的 MINI IPHONE! 陷⼊⼭寨迷情了, COOL3C
瘾科技, 26 May 2009, online at: http://article.cool3c.com/bookmark/info/%5B 試用%5D%20 好可愛！好小隻的
mini%20iphone！陷⼊⼭寨迷情了...../344652 (last accessed 27 October 2015).
64 ‘iPhone’s Super-sexy Shanzhai Version: iPhone Air’ iphone 的超帅⼭寨版 iPhone Air, China Mobile Labs 中国移
动研究院, 8 December 2009, online at: http://www.labs.chinamobile.com/groups/10018_22275 (last accessed 27
October 2015).
65 ‘Shocking and Innovative — The Present and Future of Shanzhai’ “很雷很创意”⼭寨机的现实与未来, Xinhua 新
华⽹, 10 July 2008, online at: http://www.hb.xinhuanet.com/jdwt/2008-07/10/content_13779090_1.htm (last
accessed 27 October 2015).
66 Jason Dean and Ellen Zhu, ‘Obama’ Endorses Chinese ‘BlockBerry’, Wall Street Journal, 23 June 2009, online at:
http://blogs.wsj.com/digits/2009/06/23/obama-endorses-chinese-blockberry/ (last accessed 27 October 2015); see
also: Yu Hua, China in Ten Words, pp. 262-263.
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President Barack Obama: My BlockBerry
Jason Dean and Ellen Zhu, ‘Obama Endorses BlockBerry’.

Although the term shanzhai may have initially been used in Shenzhen as an
alternative to ‘counterfeit’, shanzhai manufacture connotes something more than the
simple act of copying. Shanzhai producers often add novel features that even the
‘original’ does not include. These features are particularly useful for the millions of
migrant workers in China’s major cities, who often commute between their hometown
and place of residence. For these low-income consumers, shanzhai handsets provide an
inexpensive alternative to luxury brand-name phones with features that are particularly
suited to their lifestyle. Due to expensive inter-provincial call rates, migrant workers
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often have separate mobile phone subscriptions for their hometown and place of
employment. Some shanzhai copies of the Apple iPhone include dual SIM card slots,
allowing migrant workers to make and receive calls on both phone numbers.67 Other
versions of the phones might include an FM radio, a large battery with a long standby
time, a powerful flashlight and a television antenna.68

Defining shanzhai
By the time of the CCTV Network News report on the phenomenon of shanzhai in
December 2008 mentioned in the introduction, the word shanzhai was no longer an
adjective exclusively used to describe mobile phones. The imitation and mockery seen in
the shanzhai mobile phones of the Huaqiangbei marketplace could now be found in
many other areas of Chinese society. There were shanzhai celebrities, shanzhai
impersonations of Mao Zedong and Barack Obama,69 shanzhai versions of CCTV’s
popular Spring Festival Gala and Lecture Room 百家讲坛 television programmes,70 a
shanzhai European-style shopping street lined with shanzhai versions of internationally
renowned brands,71 and even a shanzhai police station.72 It seemed that for every
original, a shanzhai version could be found somewhere in China.

67 Zhong Dianzhou 钟殿⾈, The Mode Called Shanzhai 有⼀种模式叫⼭寨, Wuhan: Wuhan University Press 武汉⼤
学出版社, 2009, p. 113; see also: Interviews, I. i., pp. 8-9.
68 Jessica Yi-Chieh Lin, Fake Stuff: China and the Rise of Counterfeit Goods, New York, NY: Routledge, 2011, p. 18;
and Peng Sizhou et al, The Economic Revolution of Shanzhai, pp. 11-12; and, ‘Watch Heart of Greed on the Go! The
M1818 Satellite Television Phone Costs Less Than HKD$1500’ 隨街睇溏⼼！電視⼿機 M1818 唔駛千五, ePrice 億普科
技, 29 May 2007, online at: http://www.eprice.com.hk/mobile/news/4989/1/ (last accessed 27 October 2015).
69 Yu Hua, China in Ten Words, p. 256; and ‘The shanzhai version of Obama and Kim Jong-un tour Los Angeles
together’ ⼭寨版奥巴马与⾦正恩同游洛杉矶, Sina, 18 April 2014, online at:
http://slide.news.sina.com.cn/w/slide_1_2841_83435.html#p=1
70 Zhu Dake, ‘Shanzhai Culture is a Deconstructive Social Movement’; and, Pei Yu, ‘Shanzhai Breaks Laws, and
Shanzhai Culture is a Rubbish Culture’.
Lin Zhang and Anthony Fung, ‘The Myth of “Shanzhai” Culture and the Paradox of Digital Democracy in China’, p.
401.
71 A Shanzhai Retail Street Appears in Shenyang’ 沈⼀楼盘门市现⼤量⼭寨名牌, 30 August 2013, online at:
http://news.lnd.com.cn/htm/2013-08/30/content_3188607.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015).
72 ‘Fully Equipped Shanzhai Police Station - Fake Police Commissioner Says He Has Relatives in the Leadership of
the Central Government’ ⼭寨派出所编制配齐 假局长自称中央领导亲戚 online at:
http://news.qq.com/a/20090624/000415.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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The word shanzhai carries many meanings. In English, it has been rendered as
‘copycat’, ‘guerrilla counterfeit’ and ‘knockoff’. Chinese commentators have described it
as everything from a ‘rubbish culture’ characterised by plagiarism, to an ‘expression of
grassroots creativity’ worth preserving. In China in Ten Words, the acclaimed Chinese
author Yu Hua devotes an entire chapter to explaining his understanding of the term. In
his first encounter with the word shanzhai in a small store, Yu Hua discovered what he
believed to be a pirate copy of his novel Brothers, only to be corrected by the vendor: ‘no,
it’s not a pirated edition… it’s a copycat [shanzhai edition].’73

The liberal application of the term has resulted in the emergence of a variety of
perspectives on what shanzhai actually means. Commentators from both China and
abroad have struggled to define it. Yu Hua refers to shanzhai as the ‘most anarchic term
in modern Chinese’, a term that has redefined the notion of imitation, and one that blurs
distinctions between counterfeit, infringement, bohemianism and mockery.74 The
cultural analyst Pei Yu agrees that shanzhai has distorted the boundaries between
imitation and innovation, but denies a relationship between grassroots culture and
shanzhai. He argues that shanzhai is a deceptive substitute for counterfeit, and says it is
part of a ‘rubbish’ culture:

73 Yu
74 Yu

Hua, China in Ten Words, p. 277.
Hua, China in Ten Words, pp. 253-254.
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I believe that shanzhai is a rubbish culture… a derogatory word, but at the same
time, I would like to stress that I am wholly supportive of grassroots civilian
culture.75

According to Zhu Dake, the contemporary use of shanzhai contains a linguistic
contradiction. He says that conceptually, he understands shanzhai to refer to a ‘shadow
culture’ of mimicry and transgressive rebellion — something that he calls the ‘hooligan’,
or liumang spirit.76 In reality, however, the term shanzhai has been used to mask illegal
activities of piracy and counterfeit. He argues that this has led to a misreading of the true
essence of shanzhai:

The use of the word shanzhai in the manufacturing industry to describe clone
versions of mobile phones and other digital products is a misuse of rhetoric, and
an inappropriate borrowing of the semantic meaning of shanzhai, which is to
establish a counter-culture in co-existence with the dominant culture of the
nation-state — or, literally, ‘to occupy another mountain’. This is either evidence
of the demise of literacy in the technology industry, or a conspiracy to
deliberately manipulate discourse. The manufacture of imitation goods is not
‘shanzhai’ at all — it is piracy, through and through.77

Where Zhu Dake sees the possibility for misinterpretation, the outspoken
shanzhai critic and former host of the CCTV Spring Festival Gala Ni Ping 倪萍 sees only
deception. At the 2010 Chinese People's Political Consultative Conference (CPPCC), Ni
75 Pei

Yu, ‘Shanzhai Breaks Laws, and Shanzhai Culture is a Rubbish Culture’.
Dake, ‘Shanzhai is a Deconstructive Social Movement’.
77 Ibid.
76 Zhu
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Ping condemned shanzhai culture by calling it ‘piracy in disguise’. She expressed the
view that shanzhai was corrupting Chinese youth, and misleading the masses into
sympathising with illicit activities:

The young people of today have been contaminated by this so-called shanzhai
culture, and have called it a representation of ‘grassroots culture’. But what is
real, and what is fake? What is beautiful, and what is ugly? We must educate our
young in a healthy and proper manner, so that they may distinguish the fake from
the real, the good from the bad, and the beautiful from the crude… Shanzhai
culture is dominated by counterfeits, copies and piracy. This so-called shanzhai
culture is masquerading under the guise of civilian and grassroots culture, yet the
activities they partake in are completely different… shanzhai is characterised by
piracy, so we must reject shanzhai culture… undertake legal, administrative and
social measures to put at stop to it….78

In an open response to Ni Ping, the Economic Daily opinion writer Zi Fang ⼦房
pointed out that although some shanzhai products were law-infringing, not all aspects of
shanzhai culture were deceptive and malicious. He said that consumers of shanzhai
products are not likely to be under the impression that they are purchasing ‘originals’
when logos are inverted, features such as dual-SIM slots are added and the asking price
is a fraction of the price of the original. Instead of outlawing shanzhai as Ni Ping
demanded, Zi Fang suggested that policymakers let the market decide the fate of these
products:
78 ‘The Celebrity Committee Member Ni Ping Calls for an End to Public Discourse on Shanzhai’ 明星委员倪萍提案
封杀“⼭寨” 舆论哗然⼀片, Pipi Entertainment News 皮皮娱乐, 3 March 2009, online at:
http://ent.pipi.cn/info/7/7913.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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As the committee member Ni Ping has stated, there are indeed many counterfeit
products calling themselves ‘shanzhai’. They are of low quality, come with no
guarantee or warranty, and there are even some medicinal and foodstuff
products with shanzhai celebrity spokespeople. These do indeed create adverse
effects for society. But, shanzhai is not just a synonym for counterfeit or
plagiarism. I trust that consumers have open eyes, and can determine for
themselves which products are ‘pseudo-shanzhai’.79

Policymakers have made a distinction between civilian-centric shanzhai
innovation and counterfeit. In 2009, the director of the National Copyright
Administration Liu Binjie 柳斌杰 said that there was a common misunderstanding
regarding the difference between shanzhai and piracy. He said that shanzhai is a form of
civilian innovation, and that shanzhai products satisfy a certain market demand:

‘Piracy’ and ‘shanzhai culture’ are not the same thing at all. Shanzhai culture is an
expression of civilian creativity and grassroots innovation. There is an economic
basis for its existence, it fits a market demand, and there are aspects of it that
people like. So long as the products do not infringe on the intellectual property
rights of others, or illegally use their works, then shanzhai does not meet the
criteria of anti-piracy regulations. Of course, the innovative and creative products
of shanzhai culture should be protected by law.80

79 Zi

Fang ⼦房, ‘Dear Ni Ping: Please Be Certain of What Shanzhai is Before You Oppose It’ 倪萍,请弄清楚什么是
⼭寨⽂化,再反对, Economic Daily 中国经济⽹, 4 March 2009, online at:
http://views.ce.cn/main/yc/200903/04/t20090304_18394108.shtml (last accessed 27 October 2015).
80 ‘Liu Binjie: Shanzhai and Piracy Are Distinct Concepts’ 柳斌杰:"盗版"与"⼭寨⽂化"不是⼀回事, People’s Daily, 9
March 2009, online at: http://ip.people.com.cn/GB/8929400.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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Entrepreneurs involved in the manufacture and distribution of shanzhai mobile
phones have different views on what shanzhai is, and what it is not. In one interview
conducted for this research, a mobile phone industry expert said that shanzhai is a new
breed of counterfeit good. Shanzhai products, he declared, are designed in a way that
makes the source of inspiration obvious, but also parades the fact that the shanzhai copy
is not an original. He says that although shanzhai versions of the iPhone are similar to
the original in appearance, they do not masquerade as an authentic iPhone. He identifies
the notion of being ‘similar-but-different’ as the distinguishing feature of shanzhai
products:

The manufacturers of these shanzhai phones hadn’t printed the Apple logo on
their devices. They probably moved the camera from the left to the right, making
slight but obvious variations on the original design. You’ve got nothing — you
can’t do anything about these guys. It is this cunningness that has made
counterfeiting obsolete, and allowed shanzhai production to thrive.81

The CEO of the so-called ‘copycat’ iPhone manufacturer Xiaomi and member of
the National People’s Congress (NPC), Lei Jun 雷军, is often referred to as a shanzhai
version of the Apple Inc. founder Steve Jobs.82 Lei cites the the unauthorised use of the
Xiaomi trademark and the proliferation of high-end replicas, or gaofang copies of his
company’s handsets as examples of the negative and widespread impact of the shanzhai
81 Interviews,

I. i. p. 8.
Jun, You’re a Shanzhai Steve Jobs, Can You Take It?’ 雷军⼭寨乔布斯, 你受落不?, Tencent Technology News
腾讯科技, 18 August 2011, online at: http://tech.qq.com/a/20110818/000146.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015);
see also ’The “Steve Jobs of China” is Actually Beating Apple in China’, Business Insider, 6 August 2013, online at:
http://www.businessinsider.com.au/the-steve-jobs-of-china-is-actually-beating-apple-in-china-2013-8 (last accessed
27 October 2015).
82 ‘Lei
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phenomenon.83 Given the popular perception that Xiaomi was the ‘Apple of China’, and
that Xiaomi phones were shanzhai versions of the Apple iPhone,84 online commentators
pointed out the irony in Lei Jun’s remarks, and called him ‘a thief calling for the arrest of
other thieves’.85

Steve Jobs: ‘Why do you copy me?’ 你做乜抄我？
Lei Jun: ‘Cuz I adore you!’ 我崇拜你啫！
‘The Legendary Shanzhai Steve Jobs Enters the Forbes List’ 傳奇⼭寨喬布斯 ⼊圍福布斯, 881903, 6
July 2013, online at: http://www.881903.com/Page/ZHTW/internetbitsdetail.aspx?itemid=627503&csid=821_2842 (last accessed 27 October 2015)

83 ‘Xiaomi

CEO says: We’ve Been Hurt By Shanzhai Mobile Phones’ 小米董座: 被⼭寨機害慘, Apple Daily, 20
January 2014, online at: http://www.appledaily.com.tw/appledaily/article/international/20140120/35590922/
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
‘Li Keqiang mocks Leijun: “Xiaomi Has Been Turned Into Dami’ 李克强“调侃”雷军“小米成了⼤米”, Sina, 19 January
2014, online at: http://tech.sina.com.cn/i/2014-01-19/08469108441.shtml (last accessed 27 October 2015)
84 ‘The “Apple of China” Says The Whole 'melodrama' About Copying Apple is Nonsense’, Business Insider, 17 July
2015, online at: http://www.businessinsider.com.au/xiaomi-hugo-barra-copying-apple-2015-7 (last accessed 27
October 2015).
85 ‘Lei Jun Complains of “Painstaking” Difficultly In Dealing With Shanzhai Mobile Phones: Netizens Call Him a
Thief Calling for the Arrest of Other Thieves’ 雷軍怨⼭寨機讓小米「很痛苦」網友酸：做賊喊抓賊, ETToday 東森新
聞雲, 1 January 2014, online at: http://www.ettoday.net/news/20140119/317681.htm (last accessed 27 October
2015).
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Although there is disagreement about the definition of shanzhai, its legal status
and value, in China there seems to be a basic consensus that the word shanzhai refers to
products or activities that are, at their core, driven by imitation. Used as a verb, ‘to
shanzhai something’ implies imitation with the intention of creating a recognisable-butdifferent version of a mainstream ‘original’. When used as an adjective, shanzhai
positions imitative innovations as grassroots alternatives to the mainstream.

Same wine, new label
Shanzhai appropriations can indicate both reverence for mainstream ‘originals’
and a desire to tailor them to appeal to grassroots Chinese consumers. Shanzhai mobile
phones are often promoted as being patriotic and ‘uniquely Chinese’. This supposedly
generates a sense of nationalistic pride among those who consume Chinese-made
versions of desirable foreign products. In the weeks leading up to Apple’s annual iPhone
announcement in 2012, the makers of the GooPhone i5 — a shanzhai copy of the Apple
iPhone 5 — produced a video stating that their mission was to ‘resist the iPhone 5 from
outside the country’, citing Apple’s worldwide patent registrations as ‘the fault of global
indignation [sic]’.86

86 ‘Chinese company GooPhone patents iPhone 5 design before Apple with GooPhone i5’, YouTube, 3 September
2012, online at: https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AdfJCDdQuzE (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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Consume Domestic Products for Self-Strengthening
Designed to Fight Foreign Oppression
国货当自强，为狙击⽽⽣
‘iPhone 5 Propaganda Video: Domestically Produced iPhone 5 Vows to Block Domestic Sales of the
iPhone 5’ iphone5 宣传片 被国产 iphon5 发难宣誓阻⽌ iphone5 在国内销售, PC6, 4 September 2012,
online at: http://www.pc6.com/infoview/Article_57916.html (last accessed 27 October 2015)

Shanzhai products are civilian-centric and often uniquely Chinese appropriations
of useful technologies, developed through a process of Sinification (Zhongguohua 中国化
or bentuhua 本⼟化), whereby foreign technologies are adapted to specific local
conditions. Sinification is based on the notion that China is culturally and historically
unique, and that when foreign technologies and ideas are adopted locally, they should be
adapted to suit better the unique Chinese ‘national situation’ (guoqing 国情).87 If
shanzhai applies to the imitation of foreign technology with the intention of
87 For more on guoqing, see: Geremie R. Barmé, ‘To Screw Foreigners Is Patriotic: China’s Avant-Garde
Nationalist’, The China Journal, vol. 34 (July 1995): 210.
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appropriating it for China’s supposedly unique conditions, then something similar to it
has been practised since the end of the First Opium War.

The outspoken shanzhai critic Pei Yu claims that shanzhai is merely ‘the same
stuff [as in the past] with a new label’.88 Following China’s military defeat in the Opium
Wars (1839-1842 and 1856-1860), the prominent Qing bureaucrat and founder of
modern Chinese diplomacy Li Hongzhang 李鴻章 asserted that Chinese technology had
fallen behind that of the West. He proposed a comprehensive study of Western
technologies and ideas. This process of adoption and adaptation began with the SelfStrengthening Movement (also known as the Westernisation Movement) of 1861-1895,
led by Li Hongzhang, Zeng Guofan 曾國藩 and Ding Richang 丁日昌. Pei Yu identifies this
as the origin of the shanzhai phenomenon:

The first imitator, that is, the first shanzhai activist was Li Hongzhang and his
Westernisation Movement. Two centuries ago, the copying began. Now, two
centuries later, we’re still copying. What age do we live in? We live in an age of
innovation, an age where innovation is the most core value of all — and China is
still copying, as if we never left the nineteenth century.89

The notion that foreign technologies should be appropriated and adapted for
China was first proposed by the scholar Feng Guifen in an 1861 essay titled
Counterproposals from the Jiaobin Studio. In this essay, Feng argued that ‘Western
science and technology should be studied and adopted with core Chinese values in mind’
88 Pei Yu 裴钰, ‘Li Hongzhang Was The First Shanzhai-er in China? Putting The First Sino-Japanese War in Its
Place’ 李鸿章是中国“⼭寨”第⼀个⼈? 甲午之战被打回原形, People’s Daily, 18 December 2008, online at:
http://culture.people.com.cn/GB/40565/85832/8538935.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
89 Pei Yu, ‘Shanzhai Breaks Laws, and Shanzhai Culture is a Rubbish Culture’.
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以中國之倫常名教為原本, 輔以諸國富強之術.90 In an 1894 essay titled Exhortation to Study 勸學
篇, the Qing provincial bureaucrat Zhang Zhidong 張之洞 articulated a similar approach to

the adoption of useful foreign technologies, and formulated it in a famous short-hand
expression: ‘Chinese learning for fundamental principles, Western learning in practical
application’ 中學為體西學為用.

The question of how best to adopt foreign technology and ideas for China — and,
indeed, who owned those ideas — has remained one of contention among lawmakers,
intellectuals and civilians ever since. In 1889, the Qing court introduced its first patent
law.91 In 1912, the Nationalist government of the new Republic of China introduced laws
that awarded Chinese patents to those who appropriated Western industrial methods
and technologies deemed useful by the government.92 In 1934, the influential writer Lu
Xun proposed the active adoption of useful foreign ideas and technology — an approach
that he dubbed ‘grabism’.93 In an essay of that name, Lu Xun argued that China should
pragmatically ‘grab’ desirable elements from foreign societies.

Over the past century, China has not been the only Asian nation to study and
adopt Western methods and technologies. Particularly in the automobile manufacturing
industry in post-World War II Japan, producers adopted an approach known in Japanese
as kaizen 改善, or ‘improvement’. Put simply, kaizen refers to the incremental
improvement of products and production methods, on the foundation of pre-existing
90 Deng Haicheng and Gao Feng 邓海成、⾼ 峰, ‘The Ideological Approach of ”Chinese Learning For Core Values
and Western Learning in Practical Application”, and its Historical Inspirations — on the Guiding Ideology of the
Westernisation Movement’ “中体西用”思想及其历史启示—兼论洋务运动的指导思想, People’s Tribune ⼈民论坛, 21
July 2014, online at: http://paper.people.com.cn/rmlt/html/2014-07/21/content_1468483.htm (last accessed 27
October 2015).
91 Andrew Mertha, The Politics of Piracy: Intellectual Property in Contemporary China, Ithaca, NY: Cornell
University Press, 2005, p. 79.
92 William P. Alford, To Steal a Book Is an Elegant Offense, p. 42.
93 Lu Xun, ‘Grabism’.
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ones. In practising this approach, indigenous Japanese firms including Toyota and the
photographic manufacturer Nikon earned themselves an international reputation for
quality and efficiency that outstripped those that they were emulating.94 More recently,
some Chinese commentators have pointed out that if shanzhai refers to so-called
‘copycat’ behaviour, then Japan has been practising something similar for many years.
‘Copycat culture’, or kopii-bunka コピー⽂化 refers to a collection of apparent Japanese
copies of Western cultural icons, products and technologies — inclusive of things both
real and abstract, from pens, cameras and cars to superheroes and company logos.95

Made for China
In the 1980s-90s, a number of significant enterprises that would become known
in the international media as ‘Copy to China’ (C2C) businesses emerged in the
information technology (IT) industry. Lenovo 联想 began as a distributor for Hewlett
Packard’s mapping software in 1987, and naturally — after developing a thorough
understanding of Hewlett Packard’s products and business model — began to produce
its own consumer electronics.96 In 1998, Pony Ma founded Tencent — a company that
would later lead Ma to be dubbed by some il Capo de Shanzhai, or the ‘King of Shanzhai’
⼭寨王97 — and launched the highly successful QQ service, his self-proclaimed copy of the

94 Peng

Sizhou et al, The Economic Revolution of Shanzhai, p. 14.
Shanzhai Copies?! Japan is the Real Ancestor of Shanzhai!’ 中国⼭寨？！日本才是⼭寨鼻祖！,
Autohome 汽车之家, 4 October 2015, online at: http://shuoke.autohome.com.cn/article/31953.html (last accessed 27
October 2015).
96 Zhong Dianzhou, The Mode Called Shanzhai, p. 36.
97 See: ‘Is Tencent’s Innovation Plagiarised?’ 腾讯的创新是抄出来的吗？, Xinhua, 13 April 2007, online at:
http://news.xinhuanet.com/zgjx/2007-04/13/content_5973072.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015). In response to
allegations that he and his company are the ‘kings of shanzhai’ ⼭寨⼤王, Pony Ma says: ‘We’re just involved in
industries that others have previously participated in. But there’s no proof we’ve plagiarised anything — if we’d
plagiarised we would have suffered legal repercussions long ago. Just because you’ve made a car, does that mean that
nobody else can? Of course not.’; see ‘Tencent Leader Refutes The Title “Il Capo de Shanzhai”’ 腾讯“掌门⼈”驳斥⼭寨
王称号, Southern Urban Daily 南⽅都市报, 4 March 2013, online at:
http://www.nandu.com/nis/201303/04/18216.html?bsh_bid=199649970 (last accessed 27 October 2015); for a list
of purported originals and Tencent shanzhai versions, see also: http://bbs.tianya.cn/post-funinfo-2326421-1.shtml
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
95 ‘Chinese
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Israeli instant messaging software ICQ.98 In 2000, the State University of New York at
Buffalo graduate Robin Li 李彦宏 launched the search engine Baidu, which was dubbed
by critics ‘the Google of China’.99 The ‘Facebook of China’, Renren ⼈⼈⽹, was founded in
2005 by Joseph Chen, a graduate of the University of Delaware, the Stanford Business
School and the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.100 In 2003, Jack Ma’s Alibaba
Group launched their e-commerce platform Taobao,101 which became known as ‘the
eBay of China’.102

Many of the ‘C2C’ enterprises were the brainchildren of Chinese nationals
returning from overseas tertiary studies who had identified useful foreign technologies
and adapted them for the Chinese market.103 Some observers and analysts have praised
this approach, calling it ‘business model innovation’,104 ‘indigenous innovation’105 and
‘second-generation innovation’.106 Critics, including Apple’s lead designer Jonathan Ive
and the current Vice President of the United States, Joe Biden, have, however, called
these companies ‘thieves’107 and denied the existence of any kind of innovative thinking
or products in Chinese enterprise.108

98 Edward

Tse, China’s Disruptors, Great Britain: Penguin UK, 2015, p. 85.
See also: Zhou Yibo, Inside the Establishment of Tencent, p. 22.
99 ‘Is Baidu a Copycat? Robin Li Explains the Biggest Difference Detween Baidu and Google’, Tech in Asia, 27
February 2015, online at: https://www.techinasia.com/baidu-copycat-robin-li-explains-biggest-difference-baidugoogle/ (last accessed 27 October 2015).
100 Shaun Rein, The End of Copycat China, New Jersey: John Wiley & Sons, 2014, p. 9.
101 Zhong Dianzhou, The Mode Called Shanzhai, pp. 40-45.
102 Shaun Rein, The End of Copycat China, p. 9.
103 Ibid, p. 6.
104 Ibid. p. 12.
105 Michael Keane and Elaine Jing Zhao, ‘Renegades on the Frontier of Innovation’, p. 219.
106 Dan Breznitz and Michael Murphree, Run of the Red Queen: Government, Innovation and
Economic Growth in China, New Haven: Yale University Press, 2011. p. 4.
107 Lessley Anderson, ‘3 Lessons Apple’s Jony Ive Learned from Steve Jobs’.
108 Ashley Killough, ‘Biden: “Name one innovative product” from China’, CNN, 28 May 2014, online at:
http://politicalticker.blogs.cnn.com/2014/05/28/biden-name-one-innovative-product-from-china/ (last accessed 27
October 2015); see also Edward Tse, China’s Disruptors, p. 93; and, Shaun Rein, The End of Copycat China, p. 17.
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Realising the threat posed by Taobao, eBay entered the Chinese market by buying
a stake in a ‘C2C’ version of their product called Yiqu 易趣, which they rebranded as ‘eBay
Yiqu’.109 Like many other subjects of ‘C2C’ imitation, eBay failed to capture sufficient
market share and eventually withdrew from China. Google and Facebook enjoyed a brief
period of government tolerance, but following the 2008 Xinjiang riots and official
restrictions on information, both were blocked by ‘The Great Firewall of China’.110 The
success of China’s ‘C2C’ companies may be attributable to government policy and action,
or simply the ability of local companies to better cater to the needs of Chinese
consumers. To succeed in the Chinese market, an understanding of local conditions is
just as important as developing core technologies, remarks Alibaba’s Jack Ma:

eBay may be a shark in the ocean, but I am crocodile in the Yangtze river. If we
fight in the ocean we lose, but if we fight in the river we win.111

In interviews conducted for this research, individuals familiar with the Chinese
information technology industry said that China has mastered innovation not by
developing core technologies, but in applying those technologies in the Chinese
market.112 One of my interviewees, a Chinese business executive with a prominent IT
firm, attributed Taobao’s success to its understanding of the unique conditions of the
Chinese ‘national situation’:

109 Zhong

Dianzhou, The Mode Called Shanzhai, p. 40.
R. Barmé and Sang Ye, ‘The Great Firewall of China’, Wired, June 1997, online at:
http://archive.wired.com/wired/archive/5.06/china.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
111 Edward Tse, China’s Disruptors, p. 34.
112 Interviews, I. i., p. 3; Interviews, I. ii., p. 9; Interviews, I. iv., p. 15.
110 Geremie
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In the first place, eBay lacked an understanding of the Chinese consumer’s unique
demands, nor had it truly fathomed the unique Chinese national situation
[guoqing]… The Chinese people have a few special traits: they don’t trust
businesspeople, they enjoy gaining unfair advantage at the expense of others, and
they don’t put a tangible value on intangible services…. With a deep
understanding of the Chinese consumer mindset, they have developed a platform
which can be expanded to the masses as a free service — there is strength in
numbers…. This is a unique understanding of the Chinese consumer mindset —
an asset that foreign enterprises do not possess.113

According to an interviewee familiar with the Chinese mobile phone industry,
social capital, or guanxi 关系, is another important aspect of doing business in China. He
attributes the success of Xiaomi and the telecommunications equipment manufacturer
Huawei 华为 to their relationships with the Chinese government.114 Google’s initial
failure to penetrate the Chinese market, and later, its forced exit after being blocked are
examples of the consequences of not co-operating with the Chinese government. As one
interviewee bluntly put it, compromise or else:

…[T]o be a successful businessperson in China, you must have strong social
capital — guanxi. You can choose to neglect co-operation with anyone else, but
not the central government. Why not? Because unlike [democratic] capitalist
nations, the government can do as it pleases. If they don’t accept you, or don’t like
you, they’ll squash you. After they squash you, they’ll steal your technology, or at

113 Interviews,
114 Interviews,

I. ii., p. 9; see also Zhong Dianzhou, The Mode Called Shanzhai, p. 41.
I. i., p. 7.
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least someone else will — and they’ll make sure that their platform fits
government requirements. Baidu, Weibo, Tencent, Renren and all sorts of other
shanzhai-like enterprises were built on exactly this premise. This is another
unique characteristic of the Chinese market. If you don’t co-operate, you won’t
survive.115

The ‘C2C’ enterprises view the infringement of intellectual property laws as a risk
to be managed, rather than laws to be complied with. In 2013, the Internet video sharing
website Youku-Tudou 优酷⼟⾖ lodged a complaint against Baidu, seeking RMB 300
million in reparation for violation of its video copyright.116 Baidu was fined the
maximum penalty of RMB 250,000 by the National Copyright Administration. In the
same year, Baidu generated RMB 10.52 billion in profit. According to an industry expert
interviewed for this research, when engaging in potentially infringing business
behaviour, Chinese entrepreneurs consider the realistic risk and cost of being
prosecuted:

When Xiaomi developed their first smartphone in 2010, Apple was yet to
officially launch the iPhone in China…. Xiaomi seized this opportunity to replicate
the housing of the iPhone, and develop their own user interface on the
foundation of Android. There’s no denying that everything about their product
seemed very similar to the iPhone. But Apple had no means of pursuing legal
action. Because at that time, the iPhone had not technically been released for

115 Interviews,

I. ii., p. 11.
Tse, China’s Disruptors, p. 114; and, Li Qiaoyi, ‘Baidu, QVOD Fined 250,000 Yuan Each for Video
Copyright Violations’, The Global Times, 30 December 2012, online at:
http://www.globaltimes.cn/content/835030.shtml#.UsvAOtIW01I (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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general consumption in the Chinese market, so there was no way of proving that
Xiaomi had copied Apple.117

The ‘C2C’ businesses generated wealth for their creators and investors, many of
whom were foreign venture capitalists.118 Despite attracting criticism for their copying
of foreign businesses, most of these companies were welcomed by investors when they
were listed on stock exchanges in New York and Hong Kong. These businesses were
founded by Chinese nationals who had been educated overseas. They established
relationships with government, had ample capital, and attracted foreign investors.

As demonstrated by the various Chinese approaches to adopting and adapting
foreign ideas and technologies, ‘imitative innovation’ is not new to China. The ‘C2C’
businesses often imitated foreign technologies with the intention of bringing Chinese
versions of those technologies to market. They compete for the place of those ‘originals’
in the Chinese market. While the ‘C2C’ businesses were built on imitation and adaptation,
they share more in common with the companies that they once copied than the civilian
entrepreneurs behind the shanzhai mobile phones.

117 Interviews,
118 Shaun
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Rein, The End of Copycat China, p. 9.
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‘Starfucks’, the Shanzhai Starbucks
墨巴克咖啡
‘Starfucks, Yongdou Hejiang… Sichuan’s Shanzhai Alley is Really Something’

While also driven by ‘imitative innovation’, shanzhai refers to a distinctly
grassroots — that is to say, small-scale, local, civilian and on the fringe of legality —
culture of mimicry and mockery. Producers position their shanzhai versions of originals
as uniquely grassroots and often unorthodox alternatives to the mainstream. Often
labelled with obvious and sometimes absurd variations on brand names, such as
‘Starfucks’ instead of Starbucks,119 ‘ZARE’ in place of Zara,120 and ‘HiPhone’ in lieu of
iPhone,121 it is unlikely that shanzhai versions are created with the intention of being
regarded as replacements or viable competitors for the products that they imitate.
Shanzhai versions of orthodox originals are recognisable, but novel grassroots copies
that are often unconventional, and sometimes ridiculous.
119 ‘Starfucks, Yongdou Hejiang… Sichuan’s Shanzhai Alley is Really Something’ 墨巴克、永⾖和漿…
四川⼭寨
⼀條街超雷⼈, The Epoch Times, 11 July 2014, online at: http://www.ettoday.net/news/20140711/377456.htm (last
accessed 27 October 2015).
120 ‘A Shanzhai Alley of Brand Name Products Appears on Xihuxi Road in Wuxi — With Truly Shocking Shopfronts
and Signs’ 品牌⼭寨街现身锡沪西路 店铺招牌雷翻众⼈, Sina, 7 January 2014, online at:
http://wx.sina.com.cn/news/wxnews/2014-01-07/085234550.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
121 The Best of the Shanzhai Mobiles: Hiphone vs iPhone’ 最强⼭寨⼿机 Hiphone 挑战 iPhone, NetEase, online at:
http://mobile.163.com/special/001127IL/hiphone.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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CHAPTER II

Making Shanzhai Handsets
In an early 2000s advertisement for the country’s dominant cellular
telecommunications provider, China Mobile 中国移动, a child from rural Shaanxi province
whose family has migrated to an urban area visits the seaside and makes a call to his
grandfather who has never seen the ocean before. Speaking into the small handset, he
says: ‘Grandpa! Listen to the sound of the sea!’122

This China Mobile advertisement came at a time when mobile phones had
already become an important means of communication, especially for migrant workers
and university students living away from home. China’s total number of mobile
subscriptions grew over the preceding decade from 650,000 in 1993 to approximately
230 million in 2003.123 Yet, this still meant that less than one fifth of China’s population
had a mobile phone subscription.124 For many, mobile phones were still a luxury
product. The handset market was dominated by Motorola and Nokia, both offering
comparable products. A high-end Nokia 8810 — the company’s flagship handset — was
introduced to China in 1998 at a price of RMB 16,000 (AUD$3150, or AUD$4955 in 2014
dollars).125 The average annual income was RMB 7479 (AUD$1470, or AUD$2300 in
2014 dollars).126 Even in 2003, higher-end handsets with functionalities such as WAP
(Wireless Application Protocol) Internet access could cost as much as RMB 8000
122 Peng
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(AUD$1280, or AUD$1700 in 2014 dollars)127 — over half the average annual income
for rural households.128 For most, calling grandpa with a Nokia phone from the seaside
was an aspirational, but unrealistic dream.

In the late 1990s, domestic technology companies realised that there was a
sizable demographic that would potentially purchase a mobile phone, but could not
afford one. A total of seventeen domestic producers, including Ningbo Bird 宁波波导,
Datang Telecommunications ⼤唐通讯, Zhongxing 中兴 and Huawei developed handsets
aimed at the lower-end of the domestic market.129 Collectively, the market share of local
producers grew from 8 percent in 2000 to 60 percent in 2003.130

Ningbo Bird was the largest domestic producer, with a market share of 15
percent in 2003.131 The company began producing mobile phones in 1999 using
components and designs sourced from international partners,132 including BenQ, Quanta
and LG.133 Through these co-operative relationships with international brands, Ningbo
Bird established a competitive advantage. The relationships provided the company with
access to an integrated supply-chain for the proprietary components that were needed
to build a mobile phone handset. At the time, most Chinese companies had not
developed their own proprietary technology. Imported components assembled and sold

127 Zhong Dianzhou, The Mode Called Shanzhai, p. 125; AUD equivalent calculated in 2003 dollars, at the AUD-CNY
exchange rate published on 31 December 2003 by the Reserve Bank of Australia. See
www.rba.gov.au/statistics/tables/xls-hist/2003-2006.xls (last accessed 27 October 2015).
128 Wenkai Sun, Xianghong Wang and Chong-En Bai, ‘Income Inequality and Mobility of Rural Households in
China from 2003 to 2006’, China Agricultural Economic Review, vol. 6, no. 1 (2014): 79.
129 Rodney Wai-chi Chu, Mobile Communication and Greater China, pp. 71-72.
130 Ibid.
131 Ibid.
132 Frank Rose, ‘Hello, Ningbo’, Wired, vol.11, no.12, online at:
http://archive.wired.com/wired/archive/12.04/ningbo_pr.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
133 ‘How Ningbo Bird Became a High-Flier’, Bloomberg Business, 20 January 2003, online at:
http://www.bloomberg.com/bw/stories/2003-01-20/how-ningbo-bird-became-a-high-flier (last accessed 27
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under Chinese brand names accounted for 70 percent of domestically produced
handsets.

Despite having a significant impact on a market previously dominated by Nokia,
Motorola, Samsung, Ericsson and Siemens,134 even Chinese-made mobile phones were
unaffordable for the majority of domestic consumers. Firms with proprietary technology
and know-how dominated the industry, and kept prices high. Most domestic producers
continued to use components supplied by their international research-and-development
partners. The in-house development of proprietary technology was difficult and
expensive, and for new entrants competing with incumbent firms such as Nokia and
Ningbo Bird, it was virtually impossible.135

The cost barrier was exacerbated and competition inhibited by the introduction
of expensive licensing regulations by China’s Ministry of Information Technology and
Telecommunications (MIIT) in 1998.136 The regulations restricted the number of
vendors allowed to produce and import telecommunications devices. Handset
manufacturers and importers were first required to obtain a Telecommunications
Handset Production Permit ⼿机牌照. Licenses were only issued to companies with at
least RMB 200 million in capital. The cost of the testing and certification required before
a handset could be taken to market was borne by the producer.137 The mobile phone
handset industry was almost impossible to enter without large amounts of capital and
an integrated supply chain that provided access to proprietary technology.
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Empowering the powerless — shanzhai emerges
In the past, mobile phone production was a complex process, which few
companies were able to do well. Nokia was the most successful, because they had
fixed suppliers for the numerous components required to build a mobile phone,
and were able to secure these components at a wholesale price. Hypothetically, if
you were to source the same components, it would be impossible for you to
compete with such giants as Nokia. However, with the advent of the MediaTek
system-on-a-chip, a handful of people — usually migrant workers forming small
companies in Shenzhen — could come together and build what we now call the
shanzhai mobile phone handset.138
— A mobile phone industry expert, interviewed in Beijing in July 2015

As noted previously, China’s mobile phone market was revolutionised by the
mobile phone system-on-a-chip developed by the Taiwanese semiconductor producer
MediaTek in late 2003.139 The MediaTek chip was called a ‘turn-key’ solution for mobile
devices. That is, it provided a readymade bundle of solutions for the basic functionalities
of a mobile phone, which in the past required many individual components and
proprietary software. The chip contained a central processing unit (CPU), software
operating system and basic telecommunications hardware such as GPRS (General Packet
Radio Service, commonly used for the transmission of 2G/3G mobile data) and
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Bluetooth antennas conforming to the GSM (Global System for Mobile Communications,
or Groupe Spécial Mobile) standard.140 Producers would simply design the handset
housing, source MediaTek chips and any peripheral components, such as screens and
camera modules from suppliers in Huaqiangbei, and assemble the components. This
low-cost and readily available technology made it technically possible to produce a
mobile phone outside of a proprietary supply chain, and without high-cost research and
development. This was an innovation that would later lead the chairman and CEO of
MediaTek Ming-Kai Tsai 蔡明介 to be dubbed the ‘Father of Shanzhai Handsets’ ⼭寨机之
⽗.141

One MediaTek System-on-a-chip — The Heart of a Shanzhai Handset
Anton Shilov, ‘MediaTek Readies System-on-a-chip for High-end Smartphones, Tablets’, Kit Guru, 9
July 2014, online at: http://www.kitguru.net/laptops/mobile/anton-shilov/mediatek-readies-system-onchip-for-high-end-smartphones-tablets/ (last accessed 27 October 2015)
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Licensing requirements remained in place, but between 2003 and 2007,
profiteering ‘bandits’ saw an opportunity to produce low-cost handsets using the chip,
saving on research and development costs, a value-added tax (VAT) of 17% and the
expensive regulatory certification fees.142 Many manufacturers made ‘high-end replicas’
or gaofang copies of popular brand-name products.143 These handsets were dubbed
‘black handsets’, or heishouji ⿊⼿机144 because they were uncertified, unregulated and
produced by unregistered businesses. Although illegal, at a time when even Ningbo Bird
phones could cost as much as RMB 4000,145 a ‘black handset’ with the MediaTek chip
could be made for less than RMB 400.146 The MediaTek chip gave birth to a new
grassroots mode of mobile phone production.147

The advent of the MediaTek chip also made it possible for mobile phones to be
produced by virtually anybody with a rudimentary understanding of computer
hardware and software engineering. This technology enabled civilian entrepreneurs
who were willing to flout the regulations to emerge and prosper. Their mode of
production was similar to that used in the 1990s by computer hobbyists in the various
computer markets of China’s infamous Electronic Alley 电⼦⼀条街 in the Zhongguancun
district 中关村区 of northwest Beijing.148 These earlier ‘grassroots innovators’ used nonbranded individual components to build their own homemade alternatives to the more
expensive readymade Dell, Lenovo and Hewlett Packard workstations.
142 Andrew
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Shenzhen’s black market
Shenzhen is the leading Chinese city in the technology industry, but it is also
home to the most civilian enterprises. Before the initiation of the Reform and
Opening-up Policies [改⾰开放; by Deng Xiaoping in late 1978], there was no such
thing as private enterprise in China — only state-owned and foreign-investment
enterprises existed. Shenzhen was built precisely with these economic reforms in
mind, and, owing to its migrant background, is also a place of tolerance and
assimilation.149
— A Shenzhen-based entrepreneur, interviewed in July 2015

In 1979, the area that is now the city of Shenzhen in southern Guangdong
province was declared a Special Economic Zone (SEZ) by the central government. As a
Special Economic Zone, Shenzhen was able to implement more free-market oriented
economic policies, attracting large amounts of private investment. Over the following
years, Shenzhen was flooded with foreign investment and migrant workers who were
employed by the technology manufacturing industry. The Taiwanese-owned contract
manufacturer Foxconn 富⼠康 — which now makes the iPhone for Apple Inc. —
employed some 400,000 workers in Shenzhen, until it moved its operations to
Zhengzhou in 2010.150 By the time of the release of the MediaTek chip in 2003, Shenzhen
was home to a large technologically literate population, dominated by migrant workers.
Due to their own personal circumstances, many of these workers were aware of the
market for low-cost mobile phones. They now had both the technical skills and the
149 Interviews,
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enabling technology to become small-scale producers of cheap mobile phones, albeit
outside of the law.

Initially, the ‘black handsets’ — as they were commonly called between 2003 and
2007 — were designed to mimic both the exterior design and the internal software
interface of brand-name devices. Entrepreneurs would take any number of original
devices to one of Shenzhen’s many so-called ‘design houses’, small companies
specialising in the development of hardware and software solutions for ‘black handsets’,
to be studied and copied.151 Within approximately one week, the ‘design house’ would
provide a design scheme report to the entrepreneur for replicating the software
operating system, basic features and exterior housing of the original handset. Based on
the report, the entrepreneur would source individual components required to assemble
the device from wholesale marketplaces, such as Huaqiangbei. The most important of
these components was the MediaTek chip discussed earlier, which cost around RMB 200
per unit.152 The chip was the core technology at the heart of the mobile phone device —
similar to the AMD and Intel processors used in assembling desktop and laptop
computers. At the time, MediaTek was the only supplier of mobile phone circuit boards
outside of proprietary supply chains. Other companies including the Shanghai-based
microprocessor manufacturer Spreadtrum Communications 展讯 and the Taiwanese
company World Peace Industrial 世平科技 have since begun to produce similar mobile
chips, literally referred to as ‘public circuit-boards’ (gongban 公板).153 Various peripheral
components, including the camera lens, the LCD (liquid crystal display) screen, the
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keypad and batteries would be integrated on to the main circuit board, at a total cost of
approximately RMB 110.154 The completed assembly of internal components would then
be placed into the housing of the phone, which would be specifically moulded according
to the ‘scheme’, or ‘plan’ 设计⽅案, provided by the ‘design house’, and cost approximately
RMB 20 per handset.155 Factoring in the costs of labour and packaging, the total price of
a single device would average approximately RMB 400 (AUD$65, or AUD$85 in 2014
dollars).156 From the initial planning phase to the mass production of devices, a new
‘black handset’ could be taken to market within one month.157 Apart from the cost of raw
materials and labour, there are virtually no other overheads in the manufacture of ‘black
handsets’. Producers of such handsets also illegally avoided the costs and time imposts
of developing a prototype and obtaining an official Telecommunications Handset
Production Permit.

Legitimate producers, by contrast, faced months of prototype development and
certification processes. The creation of a prototype handset would typically cost around
RMB 400,000.158 The MIIT certification process would take at least two months to
complete, and would cost approximately RMB 200,000.159 Taking into account expenses
related to advertising, warranty guarantees, certification and development, the breakeven price of a single handset was calculated to be approximately 170 percent of the
base cost (estimated to be RMB 800, double that of a ‘black handset’) of producing one

154 ‘The Enigma of the Super-cheap “Black Handsets”: The Cost of Production is a Fifth of that of a Genuine
Handset’ ⿊⼿机成本超低之谜：成本只有真品价格 1/5, Sina, 24 January 2008, online at:
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156 Ibid.
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unit, to which a Value Added Tax (VAT) of 17 percent would then be added.160 For the
average legitimate producer to recoup their initial investment, they would have to sell
around fifteen million units161 at a break-even price of RMB 1550 (AUD$250,
approximately AUD$335 in 2014 dollars), inclusive of sales tax.162 A ‘black handset’
could retail at a third of that price and still be profitable by selling a mere 10,000
handsets.

‘Black handsets’ enjoyed a competitive advantage in terms of both price and
speed to market. In an industry in which components quickly depreciated in value and
new models were typically outdated within a few months, orthodox producers were
disadvantaged by the cumbersome approval process. One contemporaneous estimate
placed the lifecycle of a mobile phone at eighteen months.163 Producers would develop a
long-term strategy in anticipation of competitors’ improved products, whereby new
iterations of devices would introduce incremental upgrades. In an interview, one
Shenzhen-based entrepreneur told me that products available for purchase usually
reflected research and development that had been carried out some years in advance:164

Both foreign investment firms and large Chinese-owned enterprises are engaged
in cutting-edge research and development — there is no disputing this fact. The
results of their research, however, will not be reflected in the market until about
three years later. For example, when Apple announced the first generation
iPhone, I’ll bet the third generation model had probably already been developed.
160 The Enigma of the Super-cheap “Black Handsets”’; and, Yu Huang, Edward Tse and Kevin Ma, Shan Zhai: A
Chinese Phenomenon, Beijing: Booz & Company, 2009, p. 8.
161 Yu Huang et al, Shan Zhai: A Chinese Phenomenon, p. 8; and, A Gan, Shanzhai Revolution, p. 69.
162 ‘The Enigma of the Super-cheap “Black Handsets”’.
163 A Gan, Shanzhai Revolution, p. 66.
164 Interviews, I. iii., p. 12.
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This is, of course, a certain strategy employed by cutting-edge businesses. We
can’t say it is necessarily wrong. This is just how they remain at the cutting
edge….165

In comparison to this long development process, ‘civilian-made black phones’
could be designed, improved and taken to market within weeks. The sheer speed with
which new products could be replicated using the MediaTek chip and components
readily available in Shenzhen’s technologically rich marketplace outpaced other
traditional manufacturers. Imitation products would emerge almost immediately after
the release of an original phone and at a fraction of the price. In March 2015, for instance,
an imitation of the Apple Watch was already available in Huaqiangbei less than twentyfour hours after the device was launched at an official Apple press conference in
Cupertino, California, and a month before the official product was available for
purchase.166 Similarly, weeks before Apple announced its iPhone 5 model in 2012, an
exact copy of the device called the GooPhone i5 was already available in China.167

Imitative innovation
Although many ‘black handset’ producers began by copying, they were quick to
take advantage of opportunities to innovate and adapt to meet the needs of Chinese
consumers. The ‘dual-SIM’ 双卡双待 mobile phone was one of the best known innovations
of these civilian entrepreneurs. The creation of this product was driven by the unique
requirements of Shenzhen’s migrant workforce, says the former CEO of the company
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that developed the ‘dual-SIM’ technology, which is now used by Samsung and other
internationally renowned manufacturers:

Later, seemingly everyone was making these phones — so how was one to
distinguish their own product from the rest? They began adding novel features.
For example, the now ubiquitous dual-SIM feature — an invention of my own
company. In the beginning, we developed this feature to bring Xiaolingtong 小灵通
[a proprietary Chinese cellular network standard] and GSM technology together
in a single device. I didn’t develop the technology, but I know the person who did
well. When we later realised that Xiaolingtong wasn’t a popular network, we
appropriated this technology for regular GSM SIM cards. Who would’ve guessed
that today even Samsung would be using this Chinese-developed technology?
Perhaps you don’t need such technology in your country — this is a particular
demand of Chinese consumers. This is especially important for migrant workers,
who often have two SIM-cards — one for contacting their colleagues in the city,
and one for contacting family in their home province. In the past, such people
might have had two mobile phones. The dual-SIM mobile phone was exactly what
they needed.168

The MediaTek chip and the environment that Shenzhen fostered for imitative
innovation challenged the model of incremental improvement used by traditional firms,
and created a market in which even grassroots innovations were themselves copied.
Popular designs were quickly replicated, and new technologies rapidly spread through
the black market, says one Shenzhen-based businessperson:
168 Interviews,
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[T]he entrepreneurs of Shenzhen are not investors with masses of capital — they
are civilians who start with nothing more than an idea. They look at a product
and see its shortcomings. They don’t research and develop for years — they
simply build their own improved version and rush it to market…. But they are so
cutting-edge that even their developers don’t know what to do next. Their
innovations are made on the foundation of imitation. Naturally, if you can
duplicate someone’s product, someone else can just as easily duplicate your
own.169

From black to grey
By the beginning of 2005, MediaTek was reportedly shipping two million units of
its ‘system-on-a-chip’ per month, which were at the time almost exclusively used for the
production of ‘black handsets’ in Mainland China.170 The increasing popularity of these
‘black handsets’ with consumers posed a problem for both incumbent producers and
officialdom. In a 2007 interview, the former CEO of the once-dominant domestic mobile
phone producer Ningbo Bird, Xu Lihua 徐立华, reflected on the 2005 decline of his
company at the hands of the ‘black handsets’. He acknowledged the ruthless cuttingedge innovations being made by unregulated producers, but warned that these devices
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were unsafe for widespread consumption, citing the risk of ‘not knowing when your ear
might be blown off’.171

Concerns such as these were the focus of a November 2005 joint-ministry report
on the ‘black phone phenomenon’ entitled Plan for the Restoration of Order in the Mobile
Telecommunications Market 移动电话机市场秩序专项整治⽅案.172 In the event, this ‘cleaning
up’ of the mobile phone industry did not go according to plan — at least for Ningbo Bird
and other legitimate permit holders. The ‘black handsets’ had become so popular and
pervasive that instead of enforcing their own regulations, the central government
announced on 15 October 2007 that it would repeal the 1998 licensing regulations.173 In
the same year, a reported 150 million ‘non-brand’ handsets were produced, of which 70
million were illegally exported for overseas consumption.174 With the removal of
government regulations, the ‘black handsets’ got a new name — ‘shanzhai handsets’:

The word ‘shanzhai’ owes its popularity to [‘black handset’] mobile phones. Nonbrand mobile phones were seemingly popularised across the nation overnight,
and even spread internationally. Guangdong people coined a unified ‘brand name’
for these non-brand phones — shanzhai.175

171 ‘An Investigation Into The Chaos of The Black Phone Phenomenon: A Frighteningly Efficient Underground
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The etymology of the Cantonese expression saanjaaih — pronounced in standard
Chinese as ‘shanzhai’ — points to origins in black-market business practices. The
shanzhai mobile phone handsets were perhaps named in reference to the small familyrun factories, or saanjaaih chong ⼭寨廠 that operated in the 1950-60s in Hong Kong.176
These family-run businesses were characterised by their simple working environment,
crude craftsmanship and inexpensive products. The second character in saanjaaih, jaaih
寨 literally means ‘stockade’. It was used in Cantonese to refer to unlicensed and

unregulated brothels (geihjaaih 妓寨).177 The saanjaaih chong were notorious for
producing ‘homebrew’ style products in remote areas of the British colony, where they
were able to avoid prosecution by the authorities, despite engaging in unorthodox and
sometimes illegal business practices.

In 2009, there were an estimated three thousand modern saanjaaih chong
manufacturing mobile phones, more than four hundred ‘design houses’, and at least
three thousand small-scale retailers for shanzhai handsets in Shenzhen.178 Although the
production of unlicensed phones was no longer illegal as such, many of the practices of
these small businesses potentially infringed intellectual property laws and other
regulations. Often based in an apartment or small warehouse, with anywhere between
five and fifty employees,179 shanzhai factories operate lean, if illicit businesses. They are
usually unregistered, pay no taxes, use cheap parts, provide no aftersales services, cut

176 Chen Xiaolang 陈小朗, ‘Shanzhai – Slang from the Red Light District’ ⼭寨—源于花街柳巷的俚语, Yangcheng
Evening News ⽺城晚报, 25 June 2009, online at: http://www.ycwb.com/ePaper/ycwb/html/200906/25/content_528326.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015).
177 Chen Xiaolang, ‘Shanzhai – Slang from the Red Light District’; see also Gao Tianqiang, Colourful Hong Kong:
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corners and brazenly copy everyone from Apple Inc. in California to their peers in the
next booth at the wholesale market in Huaqiangbei.

At the margins
Shanzhai mobile phones straddle on the margins of legality. Let’s say you want to
make a shanzhai iPhone. Under Chinese law you cannot legally use the
trademarks “iPhone” and “Apple”, nor can you use their logo — these would all
constitute intellectual property infringement. So, if it’s illegal, and the Chinese
authorities are cracking down on such counterfeit goods, why can one simply
walk into the Huaqiangbei mobile phone market and find a mass of so-called
‘domestically produced’ 国产 [shanzhai] mobile phones?180
— A mobile phone industry expert, interviewed in Beijing in July 2015

Despite patent and copyright laws, and constant rhetorical assurances from
officialdom that China is cracking down on intellectual property infringement, shanzhai
mobile phones remain ubiquitous.181 In an interview conducted for this research, a
Chinese mobile phone industry expert told me that shanzhai producers willingly and
knowingly engage in infringing behaviour. He argues that shanzhai manufacturers
remain elusive by delegating roles to various collaborators, thereby mitigating the
accountability of each individual involved:
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Because the shanzhai enterprise is so easily established, it is also easily dispersed.
Attempts by the authorities to catch the infringing individual become futile
[when the conspiring culprits disperse].

For example: three of you decide to produce counterfeit iPhones. You
contract two people — Mr. Fu and Mr. Li — each of whom are responsible for the
software and housing designs respectively. You instruct the two developers to
replicate the user interface and housing of the iPhone exactly — but not to
imprint any logos on the device. Nobody will mass-produce a device that
blatantly infringes on intellectual property. They can make something similar,
but they won’t put trademarked logos on it. You need to outsource the logo
printing [on the generic device] to a third-party. Nobody can arrest you for
trademark infringement, because you didn’t imprint the logo. Even if you did
instruct a migrant worker to do so, what can the authorities do about it? At most,
you are merely in possession of counterfeit iPhones — there’s no evidence that
you produced them, therefore they have no way to prove that you’re guilty of
infringement. There’s no evidence as to how exactly the three of you got together
and made these phones. You all have your own roles [in the production], and the
only person who has actually infringed on intellectual property is the one who
printed the logo — but they won’t be able to find that person.182

The Chinese government is known to act resolutely and forcefully when dealing
with issues that it takes seriously. Examples include the creation of the Great Firewall of
China and official censorship of social media following events that could lead to social
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unrest, such as the Tianjin Haibin explosion 天津海滨区爆炸事件 in August 2015.183 It
therefore seems incongruous that the authorities would be incapable of better enforcing
intellectual property laws if they were truly intent on doing so. One of my interviewees,
a Shenzhen-based entrepreneur suggests that there is either a lack of government will to
apply resources to pursuing an effective crackdown on infringement, or that there are
other reasons for the complicit tolerance of shanzhai products:

Shanzhai enterprises operate on the fringes of the law. Why doesn't the
government crackdown on shanzhai? There is a plethora of reasons — but if you
want to properly understand this uniquely Chinese phenomenon, you must first
understand the Chinese national situation [guoqing]. Xi Jinping’s government
values social harmony above all else 以和为贵. Similarly, his predecessor Hu
Jintiao’s government promoted a ‘Harmonious Society’ 和谐社会. In order to
maintain harmony above all else, unless a legitimate threat to public security is
detected, the Chinese government will turn a blind eye to many otherwise legally
ambiguous phenomena.184

183 ‘Chinese censors have blocked 50 websites for “spreading rumors” about the Tianjin explosions’, Quartz, 17
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CHAPTER III

China’s Non-consumers
Among us migrant workers, very few people buy brand-name phones, mainly
because they’re too expensive. For a few hundred RMB, we can get a shanzhai
phone. It’s a pretty good deal….185
— A Guangzhou-based migrant worker, interviewed in 2010

We don't just buy shanzhai phones. We also buy shanzhai clothes, shanzhai
watches, shanzhai cooking utensils, shanzhai belts — anything that’s an imitation
of a brand-name product. We like to buy all sorts of shanzhai stuff. It’s not that we
don’t know that they’re low quality imitations. We simply can’t afford the real
deal. But we’re vain too. So we buy shanzhai copies — you know, for show.186
— ‘Old Cai’, a migrant worker, interviewed in 2010

According to the 2014 Report from the Survey of Migrant Workers published by
Chinese National Bureau of Statistics, China had an estimated migrant worker
population of 273 million.187 People in this large demographic earned an estimated
average monthly salary of RMB 2864 (AUD$620). Popular brand-name mobile phones
such as the Apple iPhone (priced between RMB 5288-7788) could cost the equivalent of

185 ‘Why do Migrant Workers Like Shanzhai Phones?’ ⼭寨⼿机为何受农民⼯兄弟青睐?, Maixun Mobile (Sina Blog)
迈讯⽹⼿机, 23 July 2010, online at: http://blog.ifeng.com/article/6522989.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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农民⼯监测调查报告, Online Portal for the Central Government of The People’s Republic of China 中央政府门户⽹站,
29 April 2015, online at: http://www.gov.cn/xinwen/2015-04/29/content_2854930.htm (last accessed 27 October
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up to three-months salary.188 Mobile phones were important for members of this
demographic group as a means of staying in contact with family and for access to
growingly significant online services. Prior to the 2003 development of the MediaTek
chip discussed in the previous chapter, even basic mobile phones, which were priced
between RMB 6400-8000, were considered a luxury good for migrant workers and even
for most Chinese consumers. The MediaTek chip enabled the production of the cheap
mobile phones now known as shanzhai handsets, which can be bought for just a few
hundred RMB. Following the emergence of these cheaper alternatives, the total number
of active mobile phone subscriptions in China grew from 270 million in 2003 to 1.2
billion in 2013.189

Exponential Growth in Mobile Phone Subscriptions
John Villasenor, ‘China’s Wireless Industry in Ten Graphs’.

188 Prices current as of 27 October 2015. See the Apple Store listing: http://www.apple.com/cn/shop/buyiphone/iphone6s/.
189 John Villasenor, ‘China's Wireless Industry in Ten Graphs’.
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China’s non-consumers
In the second quarter of 2015, MediaTek estimated that its total number of
shipments for the year would reach 450 million units.190 In this same year, it is
estimated that shanzhai producers will manufacture 300 million handsets.191 Reflecting
on his company’s success, the founder and CEO of MediaTek, Tsai Ming-kai, said that the
reasoning behind the development of the chip was based on the theory of ‘disruptive
innovation’ — a term coined by Clayton M. Christensen in his 1997 bestseller The
Inventor’s Dilemma.192

Disruptive innovation refers to new technologies that are often ‘cheaper, simpler,
smaller and… more convenient to use’ than the products of ‘sustained innovation’ —
that is, the incremental improvement of an existing product. Although the new version
of the Apple iPhone or Samsung Galaxy might attract users to upgrade or switch their
current phone, many of the consumers of these handsets are likely to be people who
have previously purchased products in a comparable price range. Most new consumers
are likely to belong to a similar demographic. Disruptive innovation generates growth in
a product range because producers identify what Christensen calls ‘non-consumption’ in
the marketplace. ‘Non-consumers’ are people who cannot afford existing technology and
services, but may potentially purchase a cheaper alternative:

190 Jackson Chang and Frances Huang, ‘MediaTek Maintains Target for 2015 Smartphone Chip Shipments’, Focus
Taiwan, 1 May 2015, online at: http://focustaiwan.tw/news/aeco/201505010004.aspx (last accessed 27 October
2015).
191 Wade Shepard, ‘China's Copycat Manufacturers are now Pushing the Boundaries of Innovation’, South China
Morning Post, 20 May 2015, online at: http://www.scmp.com/native/business/topics/investchina/article/1802238/chinas-copycat-manufacturers-are-now-pushing (last accessed 27 October 2015).
192 Robin Kwong, ‘Bandit Phone King Has the Last Laugh’, The Financial Times, 17 October 2010, online at:
http://www.ft.com/intl/cms/s/0/bdc564d0-d8a6-11df-8430-00144feabdc0.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
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Disruptive innovation generates growth, while sustaining innovation makes good
products better — but then you don’t buy the old product. They’re replacements.
They do not create growth.193

MediaTek’s solution allowed shanzhai companies to produce cheaper, if inferior
versions of more expensive products. The hundreds of millions of shanzhai phone
buyers were the non-consumers of the more expensive brand-name offerings. This
cohort of lower-income consumers who were previously unable to afford a mobile
phone accounted for a huge increase in handset sales. By 2009, shanzhai handset
production accounted for 23 percent of the total number of mobile phones produced in
China that year — that is to say, 140 million of a total 600 million units.194 For China’s
former non-consumers, said a Guangzhou-based migrant worker in a 2010 interview,
the cheap shanzhai mobile phones provided a functional alternative to what were
previously considered luxury goods:

I usually use my phone to read Internet novels, and chat to friends and family on
QQ. Shanzhai phones meet all of my needs, and they’re cheap. Even if it isn’t all
that durable or if it breaks I won’t care too much. I can just buy a new one. If I get
a replacement, I can buy one with even more features. I’m a big fan of feature rich
phones.195

Although functionality was one factor in the popularisation of the shanzhai
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handsets, consumers were also attracted to the opportunity of owning an affordable
version of a luxury product. In Chinese society, a person’s perceived social status is
important in many aspects of life. People often refer to this as ‘face’, or mianzi 面⼦.196
One of the many ways in which people attempt to acquire or maintain mianzi is through
the possession of material goods that connote wealth. In her Van Gogh on Demand: China
and the Readymade, the art historian Winnie Wong refers to what she calls ‘guerrilla
counterfeiting’ (shanzhai) as an economically rational response to the scarcity of what
the classical economist David Ricardo terms ‘objects of desire’ — goods deemed
desirable not for their intrinsic value, but their perceived value as a scarce resource.197
Authentic ‘objects of desire’ are unaffordable for the vast majority of the population.198
In an interview undertaken for this study, a Beijing-based mobile phone industry expert
identified the appeal of imitations of luxury brand-name goods as an important factor in
the popularisation of shanzhai products:

It’s essentially like this: you want to buy an iPhone, because young people all use
iPhones. If you want to buy a genuine iPhone, you’d set yourself back 6000 RMB.
But for a shanzhai iPhone, you only need 300 RMB. It works anyway, and it’s not
expensive — even if you only get one or two years use out if it you can just buy a
new one, right? It even looks stylish, so you buy it. Initially, this is how shanzhai
mobile phone consumption was popularised.199
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‘Conspicuous consumption’, an expression formulated by the sociologist and
economist Thorstein Veblen in his 1899 study, The Theory of the Leisure Class, is about
the consumption of luxury goods for the sole purpose of flaunting one’s wealth.200 For
China’s aspirational middle class, the consumption of luxury goods is associated with
mianzi and is symbolic of success.201 For the vast majority of the country’s nonconsumers of luxury goods, perceptions of their own social inequality are exacerbated
by the ostentatious displays of wealth that luxury goods allow those who can afford
them. The economically disenfranchised non-consumer aspires to participate in a
shopping culture similar to that of elite consumers of luxury goods, as the Peking
University sociologist Zheng Yefu 郑也夫 explains in a 2006 article on Chinese
consumerism:

All people have a certain vain desire to ‘show off’. But the disparity of economic
ability to engage in conspicuous consumption has led to a class polarisiation in
shopping habits.202

For China’s non-consumers, shanzhai products offer affordable alternatives that
are both functional and fashionable. In purchasing shanzhai products, grassroots nonconsumers engage in a ‘shadow culture’ of consumption. The non-consumer’s purchase
of a shanzhai Apple iPhone, for instance, reflects a desire to own the authentic original.
Shanzhai producers simply supply cheaper imitations in response to the demand
200 Thorstein
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created by the appeal of the originals.203 In an interview conducted for this research, a
Huaqiangbei-based retailer of ‘high-end replica’, or gaofang gold-plated casing for the
Apple Watch told me that the popularity of their products, priced at between RMB 300800 (AUD$65-170) was attributable to their likeness to the expensive Apple Watch
Edition, which retails for between RMB 76,000-126,000 (AUD$16,000-27,000):

If you buy a gold-plated case from me and swap it out for aesthetic purposes, to
show off to your friends, isn’t that just another legitimate application for our
product? As long as you’re not being dishonest to consumers….204

Patently infringing
The shanzhai economy is built on imitation. China’s notoriety for piracy and
counterfeit, however, predates the inception of shanzhai. Since the 1990s, for example,
the market for pirated films (VCDs) and software has thrived.205 In 2002, it was
estimated that 92% of computer software used in the country was pirated.206

Intellectual property laws have been introduced at various points in recent
history, largely to advance diplomatic goals such as China’s (successful) bid to become a
member of the World Trade Organisation (WTO) in 2001.207 To the frustration of rights
holders abroad, and despite attempted trade sanctions and negotiations,208 counterfeit
remains rampant in China, and lightly punished by the authorities. Despite perfunctory
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raids, slogans and crackdowns, counterfeit products — whether it be replica Louis
Vuitton bags or fake Rolex watches at the shanzhai Mecca of Beijing’s infamous Silk
Street Market, crudely plastic-wrapped pirated films sold out of a tricycle trailer by the
side of the road, or impeccable copies of everything digital from Apple Watches to
Xiaomi and Huawei smartphones in Shenzhen — can be found in all forms, and all over
China, with very little difficulty.

As one shanzhai producer says in an interview conducted for this study, a
possible explanation for the non-enforcement of intellectual property laws by the
Chinese authorities may relate to the Party’s fundamental goal of maintaining ‘social
harmony’.209 In China, one percent of the population controls one third of the nation’s
total wealth.210 Income inequality continues to worsen, as demonstrated by the increase
in the official Gini coefficient figure released by the Chinese National Bureau of Statistics
(NBS), from 0.30 in 1980, to 0.412 in 2000 and 0.474 in 2012.211

The Gini coefficient measures income distribution on a scale of zero to one,
where zero denotes absolute equality and one signifies absolute inequality. When the
Chinese Gini coefficient first exceeded 0.40 in 2000, the government stopped reporting
the figure for a period of twelve years. A Gini coefficient above 0.40 is generally seen as
indicating a ‘high’ level of income inequality, and is regarded by the United Nations as
the point at which social unrest becomes a risk.212 After the NBS stopped reporting the
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Gini coefficient, studies conducted by reputable Chinese academic institutions have
estimated China’s Gini coefficient to be far higher than previously suggested. In a study
published by the Southwestern University of Finance and Economics in 2010, for
example, the Gini coefficient was calculated to be approximately 0.61. In a more recent
Peking University report, the figure was estimated to be as high as 0.73 in 2014.213
Whether the true Gini coefficient is closer to the government figure of 0.474 or the
Peking University calculation of 0.73, the level of income inequality in China is well
within the range in which social discontent becomes a real possibility.

Shanzhai products potentially dampen the impacts of income inequality by
providing the country’s lower-income earners with access to a shadow market of goods
that resemble desirable products that are beyond their reach. Although many shanzhai
products violate copyright laws, the Chinese government’s tolerance of them may be
attributable to domestic Party goals. One of the Party’s national aims, first propounded
under the Hu Jintao administration in 2004, is to establish a ‘Harmonious Society’ (Hexie
Shehui 和谐社会).214 This complements the Party’s larger ‘centenary goal’ of creating a
‘Moderately Prosperous Society’ (Xiaokang Shehui 小康社会) by 2020.215 In light of these
policies, the Communist Party may regard a tolerance of shanzhai consumption as
serving its interests.
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Harmonious hooligans
There is a precedent for the Party to tolerate illegal or unconventional activities
in order to maintain social stability. Throughout the 1980-90s, ‘rogue’ liumang 流氓
artists, musicians and authors rejected the state-sanctioned arts world, and engaged in
transgressive behaviour that was, as one analyst puts it, ‘naughty but not dangerous’ for
the Communist Party.216 The liumang were individuals who had little place in orthodox
official culture.217 The liumang spirit, says the noted Shanghai cultural critic Zhu Dake in
his book Feast of the Liumang, is the inevitable product of an official culture that is
oppressive and jealous of the privileges its bestows. Like shanzhai, liumang culture
offers fulfilment to people excluded by the mainstream:

Liumang society and official society are mutually complementary. As the ironic
mirror image of official society, liumang society retains aspects of its official
counterpart, but it also creates the possibility for the expression of new ideas,
and thereby enriches orthodox society and cultural discourse….218

‘Shadow cultures’ appear in relation to the dominant position and power of
orthodox culture. Participants in such shadow cultures are people who are
disenfranchised, displaced and disgruntled by official culture. According to Zhu Dake,
they are the ‘potential criminals’ of society. 219 They seek self-expression by engaging in
intellectual and creative pursuits that are similar to the mainstream, but nonetheless
challenge convention. In the late 1980s, for instance, the droll spoofs of the Beijing216 Geremie
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based author Wang Shuo provided disaffected youth with a means with which to satirise
and reject convention and tradition.220 At the same time, the father of Chinese rock ’n’
roll, Cui Jian, gained a following of disobedient youth, and he made a point of dressing in
a People’s Liberation Army uniform and covering his eyes with a piece of red cloth at
live performances.221 In the early 1990s, the art entrepreneur Kong Yongqian’s 孔永谦
‘cultural T-shirts’ ⽂化衫 caused a stir with the Beijing authorities, especially when they
became a run-away best-seller due to their cynical messages and graphics, bearing
slogans such as ‘I’m pissed, leave me alone’ 烦着呐, 别理我.222

At the time, the official Economic Daily newspaper derided Kong’s T-shirts as
bearing ‘gloomy, negative messages that encourage a mood of decadence’.223 Wang
Shuo’s works were said to embody ‘the very things the masses abhor’,224 while Cui Jian
has experienced intermittent bans on performing in Beijing for a quarter of a century.225
Although the bohemian antics of the oppositionist liumang artists attracted frequent
criticism from officialdom and intellectuals, so long as they posed no tangible risk to
political stability, they were allowed to thrive within limits. More recently, the Party’s
policy on censorship of the Internet and online social media has been said to function as
a ‘safety valve’— a censorship policy whereby a compromise is made between
preventing both the over-amplification and over-suppression of potentially destabilising
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issues by allowing citizens to ‘let off steam’ online.226 For the ruling Chinese Communist
Party, allowing a certain amount of transgressive rebellion might serve to prevent the
amplification of potentially destabilising sentiments of dissatisfaction.

Rhetorically, the Chinese government claims to oppose copyright infringement,
and it cites the logistical difficulty of nationwide enforcement as the reason for its poor
record of protecting intellectual property. ‘We do not say that “individual end user
piracy is OK,” we just simply do not have the energy to regulate this huge phenomenon
at the present time’, says one government official in a 2003 interview.227 Perfunctory
raids on blatant copyright infringers are intermittently carried out as a show of good
faith to IP-holders, but the low penalties imposed for infringement are hardly a major
disincentive for profiteering producers.228 Furthermore, the Chinese government’s lack
of commitment to enforcing intellectual property rights laws is demonstrated by the
active engagement of its own departments in ‘cracking’ (that is, the systematic reverseengineering of computer programs for the purpose of removing copyright protection)
and pirating software applications.229

It is likely, therefore, that for the Party, toleration of the shanzhai ‘shadow culture’
contributes to the domestic goal of maintaining ‘social harmony’. In the same way that
their earlier tolerance of bohemian liumang antics and allowing a certain amount of
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online dissent provides a ‘safety valve’ for the displaced, disenfranchised and
disgruntled ‘potential criminals’ of society, shanzhai products provide an alternative
means of fulfilling the consumerist desires of China’s ‘non-consumers’. In a 2009
Guangming Daily report, the Shenzhen University legal scholar Duan Liyue 段礼乐 states
that the emergence of the shanzhai phenomenon was not caused by weak enforcement
of intellectual property laws. Instead, he asserts, the aspirational consumption logic
behind the purchase of shanzhai products, and the sheer size of the ‘non-consumer’
demographic purchasing them led to a government decision not to enforce intellectual
property laws too rigorously:

There is a widely held view that China’s poor implementation of intellectual
property protection is the cause of the rampant shanzhai phenomenon…. As a
matter of fact, it was not ineffective enforcement of intellectual property laws
that caused the shanzhai phenomenon to emerge. It was, to the contrary, the logic
of consumption behind the purchase of shanzhai products that led to the nonenforcement of intellectual property laws.230
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A ‘Moderately Prosperous’ shanzhai ‘Harmonious Society’

‘Equality’
平等
Photo by the author.

The emergence of the shanzhai phenomenon is an indication of grassroots
aspiration for elite culture. If government tolerance of shanzhai is based on the premise
of maintaining social stability by providing China’s disenfranchised ‘non-consumers’
with an alternative outlet for material fulfilment, there is evidence to suggest that
inferior shanzhai copies do not serve to replace authentic goods. Although shanzhai
copies provide a ‘similar’ consumption experience to the original, the juxtaposition of
the ‘fake’ to the authentic original reinforces perceptions of class distinctions and social
inferiority. The consumption of shanzhai imitations serves only to reinforce the status
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hierarchies implied by the ownership of the authentic product.231 Consumption of
shanzhai imitations reaffirms the buyer’s social status as a ‘non-consumer’ of authentic
products, and can make the originals even more desirable by comparison.

Indeed, the Chinese consumer desire for authentic expensive products has not
diminished with the rise of shanzhai products. In a survey conducted by the China
Market Research Group in 2011, luxury goods were deemed the third most desirable
possession among Chinese consumers under the age of 26 (after a house and a car).232 In
2012, Chinese consumer obsession with luxury mobile phones and the sometimes
extreme measures that are pursued to procure them became the subject of an infamous
Internet meme: ‘I’m selling one of my kidneys on the black market to buy the new
iPhone’ 卖肾买苹果. This popular phrase stems from a state media report about a 17 yearold boy who had sold one of his kidneys for 20,000 RMB in order to buy an iPhone and
an iPad.233 Within an hour of its release in early 2015, the Apple Watch Edition priced
between RMB 76,000-126,000 was already sold out in China, despite the availability of
the Apple Watch Sport, a device that is identical in function, but made of anodised
aluminium instead of solid gold and sells for only RMB 2588.234
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Although it is unlikely that many consumers would sell a kidney to buy an Apple
product that will become obsolete within a few years, numerous members of the
aspiring middle class will live frugally so that they can occasionally splurge on luxury
goods. For instance, there have been numerous state media reports about office workers
skipping meals or eating only instant noodles to save up their monthly salaries to buy
brand-name goods — a phenomenon first described by Thorstein Veblen in The Theory
of the Leisure Class:235

…[P]eople will undergo a very considerable degree of privation in the comforts or
necessaries of life in order to afford what is considered a decent amount of
wasteful consumption; so that it is by no means an uncommon occurrence, in an
inclement climate, for people to go ill clad in order to appear well dressed.236

Consumers are also increasingly aware of the shortcomings of shanzhai products.
Numerous media reports about incidents involving these unregulated electronic devices
have led to growing concerns regarding the quality and safety of shanzhai products. In
2014, a cheap uncertified battery inside a shanzhai handset exploded, killing four
people.237 Reports that the antennas used in shanzhai mobile phones emit excess
amounts of radiation prompted lawmakers to introduce aviation laws that forbid the use
of mobile phones on Chinese aircraft, even when put in ‘flight mode’.238 Such shanzhai
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'Brand for Secretaries' in China’, Yahoo Finance, 27 February 2015, online at: http://finance.yahoo.com/news/louisvuitton-now-brand-secretaries-213713336.html (last accessed 27 October 2015).
236 Thorstein Veblen, The Theory of the Leisure Class, p. 103.
237 ‘Shanzhai Handset Battery Explodes, Killing Four’, ⼭寨⼿机充电电池爆炸引⽕灾致母⼦ 4 ⼈遇难, NetEase ⽹
易, 30 May 2014, online at: http://news.163.com/14/0530/09/9TG0CM7U00011229.html?from=tag (last accessed
27 October 2015).
238 ‘Why Do Chinese Domestic Carriers Prohibit the Use of Phones in “Flight Mode”? Experts Say that Shanzhai
Handsets are the Offender’国内航班为何禁用⼿机“飞⾏模式”？专家:⼭寨机危害⼤, China Network Radio 央⼴⽹, 9
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phones are made using unregulated and unapproved cheap components, and are sold
with no guarantee. This, as a remorseful buyer says in an interview with a Nanguo
Morning News reporter, leads to high levels of consumer dissatisfaction:

This shanzhai phone is crudely crafted and of poor quality… I’ll never buy
another shanzhai product again.239

Concerns regarding unreliable shanzhai phones have created the conditions for
Chinese brands such as the smartphone producer Xiaomi to thrive.240 Their handsets are
made using components similar to those of shanzhai phones — including the MediaTek
system-on-a-chip — they are priced at the lower end of the market, and they reflect the
popular design of the Apple iPhone. They are marketed and sold, however, under a
distinctly Chinese brand, as opposed to shanzhai products, which are sold as cheap
imitations of foreign brands. An entry-level Xiaomi Hongmi phone retails for RMB 500,
and it is a fully featured basic smartphone. Xiaomi competes for both the ‘nonconsumers’ of brand-name products discussed in the above, and the wary consumers of
the unsafe and unregulated shanzhai phones. As one of my interview subjects said:

What Xiaomi sells to the consumer is not a phone, but a user experience — a
lifestyle. Xiaomi is not the same as Apple either. Their target market is clearly
distinguished by the pricing of their products — the Apple consumer is certainly
August 2015, online at: http://news.cnr.cn/dj/20150709/t20150709_519143238.shtml (last accessed 27 October
2015).
239 Tang Jianfu 唐建富, ‘Feature-rich, Super-cheap Shanzhai iPhones: Selling More Than One Hundred Units Per
Day’ ⼭寨 iPhone 功能强⼤价格超低 ⼀天卖上百部, Guangxi News Online and Nanguo Morning News ⼴西新闻⽹/南国
早报, 1 December 2008, online at: http://news.qq.com/a/20081201/000737.htm (last accessed 27 October 2015).
240 Zhao Lei 赵雷, ‘Killing Shanzhai Products: The True Point Behind Xiaomi’s Power Board’ ⼲死⼭寨货 小米插线
板到底好在哪⼉, Paopao 泡泡⽹, 31 March 2015, online at: http://www.pcpop.com/doc/1/1084/1084603.shtml
(last accessed 27 October 2015).
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not a member of Xiaomi’s target demographic. Due to the similarity of their
proprietary ecosystem strategy, it would be almost impossible for Xiaomi to
compete with Apple. This is precisely why Xiaomi mobile phones are priced at
the lower end of the spectrum.241

As I have shown, the market for shanzhai handsets was built on non-consumption.
The Chinese authorities have done little to hinder the proliferation of these often
copyright-infringing products. Rampant growth in an unregulated market has, not
surprisingly, resulted in safety issues. This, in turn, has created an opportunity for
shanzhai companies operating at scale to move out of the shadows and into the
mainstream. In recent years, brands such as Xiaomi have been engaging non-consumers
by building on, and differentiating themselves from shanzhai culture. Although shanzhai
products have provided an inexpensive alternative to brand-name products, their
consumption serves to reinforce the exclusivity and appeal of the authentic originals,
while also helping spawn a home-grown market for innovative products.

241 Interviews,

I. iv., p. 15.
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CONCLUSION

This thesis began by recounting a news report on Central Chinese Television in
December 2008 that introduced millions of viewers to the phenomenon of shanzhai.
Generally used in place of ‘imitation’ as an adjective, or meaning ‘to imitate’ when used
as a verb, the term shanzhai had become so widespread that it seemed as though
anything and everything was being ‘shanzhai-ed’ — from cheap mobile phone handsets
to Mao Zedong impersonators, counterfeit Van Gogh paintings, intentional misspellings
of brand-names, replicas of famous buildings and Internet spin-offs of television
programmes. For almost every ‘original’, it seemed as though there was now a shanzhai
version.

Despite the continued widespread use of the term shanzhai in China today, there
is little agreement as to what it actually means. The aim of this thesis has been to
attempt to understand the contours and significance of the term shanzhai. In order to do
this, I have analysed academic literature and popular discourse on the subject, as well as
interviewing Chinese businesspeople involved in, or familiar with shanzhai production. I
have found that consumers, producers, policymakers and critics understand shanzhai in
different ways. To explain the reasons behind the popularisation of shanzhai products,
and why this often law-infringing mode of production has been allowed to thrive, I have
identified and evaluated four key aspects of the shanzhai phenomenon:
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1. The historical and cultural significance of the assimilation and localisation
of foreign technologies for China’s own unique ‘national situation’;
2. The pragmatic approach to ‘imitative innovation’ adopted by shanzhai
producers, and the ways in which they avoid prosecution by the
authorities;
3. The appeal of shanzhai products for China’s ‘non-consumers’ of luxury
goods; and,
4. The relevance of understanding Chinese government policies in relation to
its apparent tolerance of the often law-infringing activities of shanzhai
producers.

Key findings
In Chapter One, I review the different perspectives on the shanzhai phenomenon
as reflected in academic literature and popular discourse. Definitions of shanzhai and
opinions on its legal status vary. I argue that, according to my research, in all uses of the
term that I encountered, shanzhai connotes imitation that seeks to create a recognisable
but distinct variation of an ‘original’, rather than an exact replica. Some critics argue that
a similar approach to the assimilation of ‘original’ foreign technologies has been
practised in China since the end of the First Opium War (1842). In the 1990s, Chinese
businesspeople who returned to China after studying at universities overseas founded a
range of large Internet-based firms, often referred to in the international media as ‘Copy
to China’ (C2C) businesses. These companies adapted foreign technologies for the
Chinese market. Although shanzhai products would be tainted by the same ‘copycat’
label that was applied to the C2Cs, I argue that the civilian-run shanzhai factory is
distinguished by its essentially grassroots mode of production.
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In Chapter Two, I describe the conditions that allowed for a mode of
revolutionised mobile phone production, thereby enabling the emergence of shanzhai
handsets. Following the invention of the MediaTek system-on-a-chip in 2003, small
groups of migrant workers with technical know-how began to manufacture illegal
mobile phones which were known as ‘black handsets’ (heishouji ⿊⼿机). Using the
MediaTek chip, these producers were able to manufacture inexpensive imitations of
brand-name handsets. They also added novel features to the phones that were
particularly appealing and useful to migrant workers. In 2007, an estimated 150 million
‘black handsets’ were produced. Instead of outlawing illegal mobile phone production,
the Chinese authorities chose to abolish the regulations requiring a permit to
manufacture mobile phones. ‘Black handsets’ were renamed ‘shanzhai handsets’
(shanzhaiji ⼭寨机). The Cantonese term saanjaaih (shanzhai in standard Chinese
pronunciation) was originally used in 1950-60s’ Hong Kong to describe small factories
located beyond the jurisdiction of the authorities. Because their businesses often
infringe upon intellectual property, modern shanzhai mobile phone producers operate
in a manner that avoids official scrutiny.

In Chapter Three, I discuss the proliferation of shanzhai products over recent
years in terms of ‘disruptive innovation’. China’s ‘disruptive’ producers tailor their
products to ‘non-consumers ‘— that is, consumers who are generally unable to possess
the offerings of the orthodox economy. I conclude that shanzhai consumption can be
understood as part of a ‘shadow culture’, one in which non-consumers of expensive
mainstream products find and purchase alternative lower-echelon consumer goods. I
also observe that the Chinese authorities do relatively little to crack down on this kind of
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intellectual property infringement. Indeed, I argue that a certain level of tolerance of
shanzhai consumption might in fact be in the Party’s socio-political interests, either
because shanzhai products serve to mitigate the impact of income inequality, and
perhaps because the government places a relatively low priority on the protection of
intellectual property when it comes to such goods. Consumers recognise that shanzhai
products are second-rate copies produced in an unregulated environment, with no
guarantees regarding quality and safety. I further observe that mass shanzhai
production has created an opportunity for Chinese brands such as Xiaomi to emerge.
These indigenous companies aim to distinguish themselves as home-grown innovators
that provide inexpensive alternatives to foreign-owned brands. In the process they
manufacture better-quality products than the crude shanzhai copies discussed earlier.

Contributions of this study
In the thesis, I also offer an interpretation of the contemporary meanings of the
term shanzhai. As demonstrated in the literature review in Chapter One, shanzhai can be
used to describe a variety of activities and products. Critics employ the term to condemn
counterfeit products, while civilian entrepreneurs use it to position themselves as
grassroots ‘imitative innovators’. Although definitions of shanzhai and opinions on its
legality vary, in all uses of the term, I conclude that shanzhai refers to an imitation of an
orthodox product or phenomenon.

Based on my research, including interviews conducted in China with producers
and distributers of shanzhai devices, I conclude that the intention of shanzhai
production is different from that of mere counterfeiting. Counterfeits are deceitful
copies that are offered as being original. Shanzhai products copy originals, but do not
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pretend to be them. They are cheaper, and often include novel adaptations of
international technology for the Chinese market. Shanzhai imitations are produced and
consumed as shanzhai versions, rather than being a replacement or simulacrum of the
original.

The origins of imitation and adaptation of foreign technology with the intent of
creating a distinctly Chinese version of an ‘original’ can, according to some Chinese
critics, be traced back to the Opium Wars (1840s-1860s). Following the defeat of the
Qing empire in a series of military confrontations with Western industrial powers, the
question of how China should adopt and adapt foreign ideas and technology became one
of constant discussion and disputation among Chinese intellectuals and officials. The
study and adoption of Western military, science and technology was advocated by
scholars and thinkers as a way for China to modernise (or ‘self-strengthen’). The notion
of a unique Chinese ‘national situation’ forms the basis for theoretical approaches to the
Sinification of useful foreign technologies and ideas, including most notably proposals
made by Wei Yuan, Feng Guifen, Zhang Zhidong and, in the twentieth century, Lu Xun.
More recently, the plethora of ‘Copy to China’ (‘C2C’) businesses established throughout
the 1990s was a set of distinctly Chinese versions of useful Internet technologies from
abroad.

In this study I argue that both shanzhai and Sinification are concepts based on a
shared approach to producing an imitation with the intent of creating a distinct
variation. While ‘C2Cs’ have been criticised in the international media for being
fraudulent copies of foreign businesses, in China they are regarded as large, mainstream
enterprises. Shanzhai businesses are fundamentally grassroots in nature — that is to say,
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small-scale, local, civilian and on the fringes of legality — and they offer an alternative to
mainstream production methods and goods. There is an implied relationship between
shanzhai imitations and orthodox ‘originals’. The shanzhai version is an unconventional
and often fraudulent ‘spin-off’. But, more importantly, I propose that shanzhai is a
culture of ‘imitative innovation’, one in which civilian-made shanzhai versions are
created with the intention of mimicking and often mocking the mainstream original.
This ‘shanzhai identity’ is what the acclaimed author Yu Hua is referring to when he says
that Chinese shanzhai has given the concept of imitation a whole new meaning:

[T]he word ‘copycat’ [shanzhai] has given the word ‘imitation’ a new meaning…
Counterfeit, infringement, non-standard, mocking, pranks. These obsolete terms
may enter the State of Imitation, and become servants to the ruler — shanzhai.242

Furthermore, I conclude that the popular demand for shanzhai products is the
consequence of social inequality. The yearning for these similar-but-different and
cheaper shanzhai imitations is not to be found in the orthodox economy, but among the
non-consumers of mainstream products. For China’s economically disenfranchised,
displaced and disgruntled citizens, shanzhai products offer an alternative to mainstream
products that they cannot afford. The Party might tolerate this shadow culture of
consumption in the interest of maintaining social stability. It arguably has previously
adopted a similar position towards the transgressive and sometimes illicit activities of
the liumang culture in the post-Cultural-Revolution era of the 1980s-90s. Although
shanzhai products theoretically dampen the impact of income inequality, the
consumption of second-rate ‘knockoffs’ ironically reinforces the social divide between
242 Yu

Hua, China in Ten Words, p. 261.
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those who can and those who cannot afford the originals. It is this contradiction that
leads Yu Hua to observe the following:

When health is impaired, inflammation ensues, and the copycat [shanzhai] trend
is a sign of something awry in China’s social tissue. Inflammation fights infection,
but it may also lead to swelling, pustules, ulcers, and rot.243

Consumer discontent with the safety, quality and implied social status of
shanzhai devices has created a new market for trusted, accessible and local products,
one in which new Chinese brands thrive. Although imitations of iPhones and other novel
grassroots innovations can still be purchased in Huaqiangbei, Shenzhen, the peak of the
shanzhai mobile phone market has most likely passed.244 Newer products such as
Xiaomi smartphones and Tencent’s popular WeChat mobile messaging application are,
at their core, ‘imitative innovations’, although they have more in common with products
offered by ‘Copy to China’ businesses than the crude and quirky civilian-made shanzhai
mobile phones of old.245

Today, once-disruptive shanzhai firms are being displaced by home-grown
innovators who have more capital, higher capacity for research-and-development and a
long-term business strategy. Though the civilian-made shanzhai phones have by no
means entirely disappeared, businesses like Xiaomi have begun to offer more reliable,
243 Yu

Hua, China in Ten Words, p. 276.
a Bastion of Fake Phones, Huaqiangbei is on the Decline’, Want China Times, 26 July 2011, online at:
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245 Eva Dou, ‘Chinese Innovation: Now Comes the Hard Part, Says Study’, The Wall Street Journal, 22 October 2015,
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244 ’Once
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distinctly Chinese products at a price that challenges the previously popular shanzhai
handsets.

Although this study has primarily been concerned with the shanzhai telephone
handsets that popularised the term shanzhai in the early 2000s, the conclusions I have
drawn are relevant to understanding ‘shanzhai culture’ more broadly. The demand for
shanzhai handsets might be waning, but the shanzhai spirit of mimicry and mockery is
likely to continue. Shanzhai, as I have argued, is a sociocultural phenomenon, as well as
being an economic activity. Old Meng’s creation of a rebel shanzhai version of the CCTV
Spring Festival Gala in 2009 mentioned in the introduction is one such example of the
‘shanzhai spirit’. Dissatisfied by the declining quality of the annual CCTV gala, he
decided, we will recall, to produce an alternative New Year’s event made ‘by the
grassroots, for the grassroots’:

If they really think that I am a hero, then hero is known in times of misfortune
[sic]. Only under China’s current social system, can shanzhai gala prosper.246

Wherever there is suppression, dissatisfaction, social exclusion, and nonconsumption, the conditions for shanzhai exist and the creation of grassroots shanzhai
versions will flourish.

246 Lin

p. 407.
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APPENDICES
Translations of texts cited

My translations of the following Chinese texts are used in the thesis. Published translations
are not listed here.

Footnote 2: 从 2003 年开始出现⼭寨⼿机到各种⼭寨产品，“⼭寨”⼀词已经从经济⾏为
逐渐演变为⼀种社会⽂化现象。
Footnote 11: 如果你认为⼭寨⽂化和⼭寨产品有区别的话，我跟你这么讲，⽂化始终是
特定经济形态的上层建筑，⼭寨产品我们没有⼀个⼈赞成它，因为它触犯了知识产权。
我给⼤家举⼀个例⼦，最近北京某个公司侵犯了德国⼀个欧洲新航线，这个⼤家可能
都知道，这个⼤客车，现在我们北京法院已经⼀审判它赔款⼀千万，就是因为它模仿
了外观。这么⼀个犯罪⾏为，很多⼈我想不会赞成的。那么它上升到上层建筑就是⼭
寨⽂化。你非说它跟⼭寨产品不⼀样，这个我觉得没有什么讨论意义。
Footnote 12: “⼭寨”這個詞⾄少包含了三個⽅面的語義:第⼀,指仿制和盜版的⼯業產品;
第⼆,指流氓精神;第三,指在⼀種流氓精神影響下的⽂化顛覆,戲仿、反諷和解構。
Footnote 22: 你可以理解成学习，是⼀种吸收，是⼀种取长补短的⽅法，况且模仿中也
有创新。
Footnote 75: 我从来不隐含自⼰的观点，我认为⼭寨⽂化是⼀个垃圾⽂化，⼭寨是⼀个
不好的词，是个贬义词，但是同时我强调我推崇的是平民⽂化，我认为平民是⼀个绝
对褒义的词。我不是为了反对⼭寨⽽反对⼭寨，什么叫⽂化的转型，就是从⼀元化的
⽂化形态转成多元化的⽂化形态。
Footnote 77: 發⽣於製造業的克隆⼿機和數碼產品,使用了“⼭寨”⼀詞,卻是⼀種修辭學
上的不當借喻,也就是不當地借用了“⼭寨”⼀詞中所含的“另立⼭頭”語義。這要麼是科技
界語⽂⽔准下降的徵兆,要麼是⼀種蓄意的話語陰謀。仿制⼯業品根本就不是“⼭寨”產
品,⽽是徹頭徹尾的盜版品。
Footnote 78: “⼭寨”这个风刮得太猖獗了，⽹上到处都是，遍地泛滥，尤其很多未成年
⼈都能上⽹，他们不知道哪个是真的哪个是假的。“⼭寨⽂化”假的多、复制的多、盗版
的多。最可怕的是所谓的“⼭寨”都打着民间⽂化与草根的旗号，但⼲的完全不是⼀样的
事情，很多都是盗版、造假。倪萍表示，明星被“⼭寨”不是最重要的，关键是“⼭寨”中
有很多盗版，所以要反对“⼭寨”⽂化和“⼭寨现象”，要从法律上和⾏政上采取⼿段，立
法制⽌，同时从舆论上给予制⽌。
Footnote 79: 正如倪委员所说，社会上确实有很多打着“⼭寨”旗号的盗版产品，它们质
量低下、没有维修保障；还有⼀些“⼭寨明星”代⾔食品、药品⼴告给社会造成不良影响。
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但是，⼭寨不等于盗版、剽窃。笔者相信，群众的眼睛是雪亮的，能够区分那些“伪⼭
寨”。
Footnote 80: “盗版”与“⼭寨⽂化”不是⼀回事，“⼭寨⽂化”是⼈民群众的创造，体现了
民间的⽂化创造⼒，在⼀定程度上有它的⽣存依据和市场需求，有⼈民群众喜闻乐见
的⼀⽅面，只要不涉及侵犯别⼈的著作权或是非法使用别⼈作品的话，就不在反盗版
的范围中，“当然，⼭寨⽂化创作的东西，如果是有价值的、好的东西，也应该纳⼊保
护的范围之内。”
Footnote 89: 我曾经讲过，模仿第⼀个⼈，⼭寨第⼀个⼈就是李鸿章，洋务运动，两百
年前开始讲模仿，两百年后在讲模仿。现在是⼀个什么时代？是⼀个创新时代，是⼀
个创新为核⼼价值观的时代，中国还在模仿，那么就是倒退两百年。
Footnote 175: “⼭寨”这个词之所以⽕起来，全都拜⼿机所赐——没有品牌影响⼒的⼿
机⼀夜之间红遍中国，渗透到全球，所以⼴东⼈给这类⼿机⼀个统⼀的“品牌”，即⼭寨。
Footnote 185: 在我们打⼯的⼈当中，很少有⼈去买正牌⼿机，关键是价钱太⾼，花⼏
百块钱买个⼭寨，其实挺划算的。
Footnote 186: 我们不光买⼭寨⼿机，⼭寨名牌衣服、⼭寨名牌⼿表、⼭寨名牌灶具包
括⼭寨名牌裤带，只要是仿冒名牌货，⼤家都爱买，不是我们不知道这是冒牌货质量
不好，⽽是我们买不起正牌货，但又想满⾜⼀下自⼰的虚荣⼼，买个⼭寨货显摆⼀下，
装点⼀下门面…
Footnote 195: 我平时爱上⽹看看小说，聊聊 Q，⼭寨⼿机可以满⾜我的要求，价格也
便宜，虽然不太耐用，但是坏了再换⼀台也不⼼疼，再换的话还可以买到更新功能更
全的，我就爱功能齐全的。
Footnote 202: ⼈⼈在不同程度上都有炫耀的欲望，但是地位悬殊的⼈在炫耀的能⼒上
相距甚远，也就形成了消费风格上的阶级分野。
Footnote 216: 流氓社会和国家社会之间产⽣了互补机制。它作为国家社会的反讽性镜
像，保留了国家社会的部分特性，⽽作为话语的⼀种原创形势⼒，它也扩⼤了国家社
会⼀级华语的领域。
Footnote 230: 有⼈认为，中国知识产权保护不⼒导致“⼭寨”泛滥，要求从“⼭寨”⼊⼿加
强中国的知识产权保护⼯作。但事实恰恰相反，并不是知识产权保护不⼒导致“⼭寨”问
题产⽣，⽽是“⼭寨”背后的消费逻辑决定着中国知识产权保护不⼒。
Footnote 239: 这台“⼭寨”⼿机做⼯粗糙、质量差，⽽且“⼭寨”⼿机是处于⼀种“谁卖机
⼦谁负责”的状态，下⼀部⼿机他不会再考虑“⼭寨货”。
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PART I

Making Shanzhai Handsets
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A Realist
你问我中国 IT ⾏业有什么创新，我简单回答你的问题只能说⼏乎是没有的。说到⼿机，
基本的创新是更加不可能的。现代智能⼿机都以安卓系统为基础，别⼈虽然可以在此
基础上做出创新，但是只有安卓自⼰才能做基础层面的创新。⽽且，第三⽅做出的创
新⼏乎都是用户界面的创新。
You've asked me in what ways China’s IT industry has innovated. I’ll put it rather
bluntly — pretty much not at all. In the mobile phone industry, [at least at the core of the
device] innovation is even less possible. Most smartphones are now based on the
Android operating system, so only Android has the capacity to make innovations at the
core. Any third-party innovation can only be on top of this foundation, and in my
understanding, the most common is innovation at the user-interface level.
当时⾕歌为什么要买早已落后的诺基亚？因为他是⼿机⾏业做的最久，也是做得最成
功的⼀家公司。他开发的协议是现在安卓的基础。
Why did Google buy the once-industry-leader Nokia, despite the fact that it had
already fallen behind competitors? Nokia had been in the mobile industry for the longest
amount of time, and was not only the most experienced, but also the most successful
producer [up until the iPhone disrupted the market]. The protocols developed by Nokia
have now become the foundation for the Android operating system.
安卓这样的开放源码被取用，算不算是⼭寨的⼀种？也不能这么说。只能说他给⼭寨
⼿机提供了⼀个便利，跟当年的联发科技芯片⼀样。从前做⼿机⾏业的流⽔线很复杂，
⼏乎没有⼏个公司能做出来，诺基亚是其中⼀个做得最好，因为他的配置等等供应商
都是固定的，⽽且它是批量进货的。你自⼰去买那些配置，根本没法跟它竞争。但是，
联发科技⼀出来，特别是在深圳的小公司，或许是⼏个农民⼯集合起来，开始做你所
说的⼭寨⼿机。当时的⼭寨⼿机，系统都是⼀样的，是联发科技专用的系统，只有外
观和配件的不同。你想做⼀个 CALLUM ⼿机，你就找个芯片，找个⼈帮你做外观，找
个⼈帮你开发，LOGO ⼀改，开机页面⼀换，你就有⼀个 CALLUM ⼿机了。现在，以
安卓为基础， 这样的“⼭寨”⼿机更加容易做，因为他的系统属于开放代码。小米⼿机
也是这么做的，华为也是这么做的。他们跟⼭寨⼿机的区别在于他们的⼈⼒资源和专
门技术。
Can we really say that the use of open-source software like Android as the
foundation for a product constitutes shanzhai? I wouldn’t make such generalisations, but
I would say that such platforms do indeed facilitate the production of shanzhai mobile
phones, in the same way the MediaTek system-on-a-chip facilitated the production of
earlier shanzhai handsets. In the past, mobile phone production was a complex process,
which few companies were able to do well. Nokia was the most successful, because they
had fixed suppliers for the numerous components required to build a mobile phone, and
were able to secure these components at a wholesale price. Hypothetically, if you were
to source the same components, it would be impossible for you to compete with such
giants as Nokia. However, with the advent of the MediaTek system-on-a-chip, a handful
of people — usually migrant workers forming small companies in Shenzhen — could
come together and build what we now call the shanzhai mobile phone handset. Those
early shanzhai handsets used the same proprietary operating system — only the various
components and housing of the phone were different. Say, for example, you wanted to
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make your own handset called the ‘CALLUM phone’. You’d simply source the system-ona-chip, contract a software developer to customise the operating system, contract an
industrial designer to design the housing — and in just swapping the logo and tweaking
the user interface, you’d have a ‘CALLUM phone’. Nowadays, with the use of Android at
their core, shanzhai mobile phones are even easier to produce, because Android is opensource software. Xiaomi and Huawei make their phones in the same way — they are
distinguished from shanzhai producers due to their ability to deploy massive human
resources and professional know-how.
⼭寨⼿机其实是游⾛在法律的边缘上的。比如说，你想做⼀个⼭寨 iPhone，中国法律
上是不允许你去用 iPhone 这个名字去卖⼿机，也不能用 Apple 的 LOGO，这都属于侵
权。你问我既然是非法的，既然中国也在严打假货，为什么去到华强北还能看到⼀⼤
堆“国产”⼭寨⼿机呢？因为⼭寨企业不仅很容易做起来，⽽且⼯作⼈员也很分散灵活。
这样⼀来，出了事⼉你就找不到侵权的⼈了。 打个比⽅说：你们三个⼈要做假的
iPhone。软件，你找付某 某。外观，你找李某某，你跟他说做跟 iPhone ⼀模⼀样的外
观但是不要打 LOGO。没有⼈会给你做批量的外观打上这种 LOGO，他可以给你打相似
的，但是不会给你打 LOGO。跟你在秀⽔街看到的 LV 包⼀样，他本身是没有打，他只
不过是做得像样。LOGO 是要另外找⼈打，⽽你没有打 LOGO，这个东西没法说是侵权
的。就算你找了个农民⼯给你打上去，警察又能把你怎么样？你身上有这么多假
iPhone，但是他没法证明是你做出来的，也没法证明是你侵的权。你们这⼏个⼈怎么
搞在⼀起做假 iPhone，他是没有办法去说的。每个⼈都有他自⼰的任务，⽽只有最后
那个打 LOGO 的⼈才是真正意义上在侵权。但是你找不到他。此外，你去买⼭寨货，
你要问店主他才肯给你买。你去秀⽔，到处都是包。但是除非你问他要⾼仿的 LV 包包，
要不然他是不会展示给你看的。⼤家都知道这是怎么⼀个回事，警察也知道，但是没
有办法。
Shanzhai mobile phones straddle on the margins of legality. Let’s say you want to
make a shanzhai iPhone. Under Chinese law you cannot legally use the trademarks
“iPhone” and “Apple”, nor can you use their logo — these would all constitute
intellectual property infringement. So, if it’s illegal, and the Chinese authorities are
cracking down on such counterfeit goods, why can one simply walk into the Huaqiangbei
mobile phone market and find a mass of so-called ‘domestically produced’ 国产 mobile
phones? Because the shanzhai enterprise is so easily established, it is also easily
dispersed. The authorities’ attempts to catch the infringing individual become futile
[when the conspiring culprits disperse].
For example: three of you decide to produce counterfeit iPhones. You contract
two people — Mr. Fu and Mr. Li — each of whom are responsible for the software and
housing designs respectively. You instruct the two developers to replicate the user
interface and housing of the iPhone exactly — but not to imprint any logos on the device.
Nobody will mass-produce a device that blatantly infringes on intellectual property.
They can make something similar, but they won’t put trademarked logos on it. You need
to outsource the logo printing [on the generic device] to a third-party. Nobody can arrest
you for trademark infringement, because you didn’t imprint the logo. Even if you did
instruct a migrant worker to do so, what can the authorities do about it? At most, you
are merely in possession of counterfeit iPhones — there’s no evidence that you
produced them, therefore they have no way to prove that you’re guilty of infringement.
There’s no evidence as to how exactly the three of you got together and made these
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phones. You all have your own roles [in the production], and the only person who has
actually infringed on intellectual property is the one who printed the logo — but they
won’t be able to find that person.
In addition, if you go to a retailer looking for [branded] shanzhai goods, you need
to ask the owner if you want to see them. If you go to the Silk Street [market] 秀⽔街商场,
you’ll see counterfeit bags that look similar to Louis Vuitton products, but haven't been
imprinted with any logo. But unless you proactively ask for a gaofang ⾼仿 copy with a
logo, they won’t have it on their shelves for you to see. Everyone knows this is how
things are, even the police, but there’s nothing we can do about it.
你问我为什么小米⼀个这么带有“⼭寨”特⾊的公司会在中国国内做得这么成功，但是
却没有去国外发展呢？
So why has Xiaomi, a business with so many characteristics of a shanzhai
enterprise, become so successful in the domestic market, yet not expanded overseas?
首先说知识产权的问题。当时小米做第⼀个小米⼿机，也就是 2010 年，苹果没有在中
国正式推出 iPhone。苹果在中国正式推出 iPhone 是 2013 年的事⼉。在这段时间内，
你想买 iPhone，可以买到港货，也可以买到⾼仿版本，但是买不到所谓的“国⾏”
iPhone。小米就趁着此机会去模仿 iPhone 的外观，以安卓为基础开发自⼰的用户界面，
不可否认这⼀切跟 iPhone 很相似。但是苹果却没有办法去告他。因为他当时在中国不
卖⼿机，他没法说是小米先 COPY 的他。
Let’s first discuss the issue of intellectual property. When Xiaomi developed their
first smartphone in 2010, Apple was yet to officially launch the iPhone in China. That
would only occur three years later. Before that, if you wanted to purchase an iPhone in
China, you could choose to buy either an imported ⽔货 (usually from Hong Kong) device,
or a high-grade counterfeit ⾼仿 device, but the so-called ‘domestically produced’ 国⾏
iPhone was not yet available. Xiaomi seized this opportunity to replicate the housing of
the iPhone, and develop their own user interface on the foundation of Android. There’s
no denying that everything about their product seemed very similar to the iPhone. But
Apple had no means of pursuing legal action. Because at that time, the iPhone had not
technically been released for general consumption in the Chinese market, so there was
no way of proving that Xiaomi had copied Apple.
第⼆，小米跟苹果本质上的区别就是他针对的市场不同。他跟⼭寨⼿机⼀样针对低等
消费者，⽽苹果绝对是针对⾼等消费者（反正在中国是如此，苹果⼿机价格⼤概有公
务员的⼀到两个月的⼯资）。⼭寨⼿机满⾜了低等消费者对奢侈品的欲望与虚荣，⽽
小米满⾜了他们对⼿机功能上的要求。价格上，小米比苹果适合中国的国情。
Secondly, what distinguishes Xiaomi from Apple is their target market. Like
generic shanzhai handsets, Xiaomi’s products are aimed at the low-end consumer, while
Apple’s products are tailored to a more premium market. At least, in China this is the
case — an iPhone costs about two months of the average public servant salary. [Branded]
shanzhai mobile phones fulfil the low-end consumer’s desire for brand-name goods,
while Xiaomi phones fulfil their requirements for a usable mobile phone. In regard to
price, Xiaomi products are better suited to the current state of affairs 国情 in China than
Apple products.
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第三点可能也是中国特有的⼀个现象。在⼿机⾏业里，我们分市场为⼀级和⼆级市场。
这其实是⼀个委婉的说法。所谓的⼀级市场，就是公费的，说白了就是国家消费。⼀
级市场，⼀般是需要⼈脉，需要关系，也需要钱。小米能做成功之所以，是它抓住了
⼤量的⼀级市场消费。华为又不⼀样。华为是有自⼰⼯厂，也有自⼰的专业技术，毕
竟他做了多年的科技产品他也有⼀个特殊的条件去开发相关的产品。
The third condition I will mention is perhaps unique to the Chinese economy. We
usually split the mobile phone industry into two markets — the primary and secondary
markets. These are actually euphemisms. The primary market refers to state-level
consumption — in essence, it refers to the market reliant on government expenditure.
To capture the primary market, one requires strong social capital — guanxi — and
capital. The success of Xiaomi was in their ability to capture a large proportion the
government consumption in the mobile phone market. Huawei’s success is attributable
to slightly different criteria. Huawei have their own factories, and their own technical
know-how. Given their long-term involvement in the research and development of IT
products, it is understandable that they enjoy a unique advantage in the development of
related products.
从市场营销的角度来看⼭寨⼿机的问题，或许我这叔叔比华强北他们都清楚。技术⽅
面我不敢保证，但是市场我可以跟你讨论。买⼭寨⼿机的⼼态很简单。⼈家农民⼯⼀
个月⼯资有 2000 ⼈民币。他这 2000 ⼈民币不仅要养活自⼰，或许还要养活家⼈。⼿机
早已成为⽣活的必需品，也是象征潮流的⼀种时尚。以前，做⼿机⼀定需要很多专业
知识，很⼤的投资⾦额，也需要很紧密的合作伙伴。这是⼀般⼈不可能做出来的⼀个
⾏业。有了联发科技这玩意⼉，瞬间⼈⼈似乎都在做所谓的⼭寨⼿机。做个外观，装
个联发科技芯片，搞⼏个特效出来，你就有自⼰的⼿机了。里面都是⼀样的，只有配
件设置需要因⼈⽽异，系统也是联发的，芯片也很便宜， 最贵的就数像素⾼的相机了。
I am probably more knowledgeable on the matter of marketing than the sort of
people you might speak to at Huaqiangbei. I can’t guarantee I have any expertise in
regard to technology, but I can confidently speak about market aspects of the mobile
phone industry. The mentality of the shanzhai handset consumer is quite simple. Take
for example the typical migrant worker with a monthly salary of 2000 RMB. Using this
salary, they need to support themselves, and perhaps even their family. Mobile phones
have already become an indispensable lifestyle product, and furthermore, have also
come to represent a sort of fashion identity. In the past, the manufacture of mobile
phones required expertise, large amounts of capital and component supplier
partnerships. These are criteria that are not met by most. With the emergence of the
MediaTek processor, however, suddenly it seemed as though everyone was making socalled shanzhai mobile phones. All one needed to do was design the housing, insert a
MediaTek processor, add a few special effects, and you’d have your own mobile phone.
The internals were always identical — the operating system was also preloaded onto the
MediaTek chip. Others components varied between producers — a higher megapixel
camera would cost you more, while use of a slower processor would provide an
inexpensive alternative.
是这样的，现在的年轻⼈都在用 iPhone，如果你想要 iPhone，正版就要 6000 ⼈民币。
但是你买⼭寨⼿机，只需要 300 ⼈民币。⼀样可以用嘛，用⼀两年坏了就换了，反正
也不贵嘛。外观也挺时尚，就买⼀个。⼭寨⼿机⼀开始就是这么个回事。
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It’s essentially like this: you want to buy an iPhone, because young people all use
iPhones. If you want to buy a genuine iPhone, you’d set yourself back 6000 RMB. But for
a shanzhai iPhone, you only need 300 RMB. It works anyway, and it’s not expensive —
even if you only get one or two years use out if it you can just buy a new one, right? It
even looks stylish, so you buy it. Initially, this is how shanzhai mobile phone
consumption was popularised.
当时，苹果也没办法抓他。我跟你说过，⼭寨⼿机其实钻了⼀个法律的空⼦。他不在
中国销售，所以就更加难去执⾏法律了。⼈家也没打他的 LOGO 出来，或许他相机也
换了个位置，稍微有点区别。 就是因为这⼀点“小聪明”，现在没有⼈做假货，只有做
⼭寨。
At that time, Apple couldn’t even do anything about [the counterfeits]. As I
mentioned earlier, this is how shanzhai producers remain on the very edge of illegality.
[Apple] didn’t officially sell their device in China, so it was even more impossible for
them to call for any legal dispute. The manufacturers of these shanzhai phones hadn’t
printed the Apple logo on their devices. They probably moved the camera from the left
to the right, making slight but obvious variations on the original design. You’ve got
nothing — you can’t do anything about these guys. It is this cunningness that has made
counterfeiting obsolete, and allowed shanzhai production to thrive.
后来，⼈⼈都在做⼭寨，你要怎么把自⼰的⼿机变得特⾊⼀点呢？加点功能。比如双
卡双待，这是我在公司当时研究的⼀个项目。⼀开始，我们开发这个东西是为了把小
灵通和⼿机弄成⼀机两用的模式。这个不是我发明的，但是发明的那个⼈我也认识，
我也可以介绍给你。后来，小灵通不流⾏了，这个想法就应用到普通⼿机 SIM 卡上，
谁知道现在连三星都在搞这个极具中国特⾊的功能。或许你们澳洲那里没有这个需要，
但是有些农民⼯却认为双卡双待带给了他们很多的便利。他在家乡用⼀张卡，可以联
系家⼈。他在城里用另外⼀个号码联系同事。本来需要两台⼿机的他，买个便宜的双
卡双待⼿机太合适了。
Later, seemingly everyone was making these phones — so how was one to
distinguish their own product from the rest? They began adding novel features. For
example, the now ubiquitous dual-SIM feature — an invention of my own company. In
the beginning, we developed this feature to bring Xiaolingtong 小灵通 and GSM
technology together into a single device. I didn’t develop the technology, but I know the
person who did well. When we later realised that Xiaolingtong wasn’t a popular network,
we appropriated this technology for regular GSM SIM cards. Who would’ve guessed that
today even Samsung is using this Chinese-developed technology. Perhaps you don’t need
such technology in your country — this is a particular demand of Chinese consumers.
This is especially important for migrant workers, who often have two SIM-cards — one
for contacting their colleagues in the city, and one for contacting family in their home
province. In the past, such people might have had two mobile phones. The dual-SIM
mobile phone was exactly what they needed.
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An Innovation Sceptic
中国现在似乎没有基础层面的创新。⽆论现在还是未来，中国的创新， 都是应用上的
创新。你提到过 eBay 和淘宝，当年的竞争对⼿，为什么⼀个模仿 eBay 的平台到最后
会赢过原版呢？有两个点。
At the moment at least, China hasn’t produced a significant amount of
fundamental innovation. Chinese innovation currently, and probably for the foreseeable
future, is at the application level. You’ve mentioned the case of eBay and Taobao, the two
earliest competitors in China’s e-commerce market. Why was it that the copycat, Taobao
was able to become victor in the presence of an original? There are two main reasons.
第⼀、他不了解中国⼈的需求，和中国的国情。对于任何⼀样东西，中国⼈和西⽅⼈
对他的看法是不⼀样的。对于产品和消费，中国⼈也是⼀样的。中国⼈有⼀个特点，
是他不信任卖家，他也喜欢占便宜，不想花钱。eBay 上卖⼀样东西，卖 1000 ⼈民币，
eBay 就自⼰先扣 100 多，剩下的马上就到卖家的账上。⽽淘宝和支付宝，是不收费的。
他不收费怎么赚钱呢？他利用了这个对中国⼈的认识去把更多⼈拉到他的平台上，给
他们提供了⼀个免费的便利。⼈多⼒量⼤，淘宝⼀天的交易是多可怕的⼀个数字？买
家点击支付和确认收货之间有⼗天的时间。⽽这⼗天内，买家付的钱都在淘宝的账户
里。他这⼗天内怎样用这个钱都可以。去理财投资，⼗天内或许就可以赚得比 eBay 的
10%佣⾦还多。这就是对中国消费者⼼理的⼀个特殊的认识，这个认识⼀般的外资企业
是没有的。
In the first place, eBay lacked an understanding of the Chinese consumer’s unique
demands, nor had it truly fathomed the importance of developing products suitable to
the Chinese national situation 国情. On almost any topic, Chinese and Westerners
probably have different perspectives — this is true of consumption, too. The Chinese
people have a few special traits: they don’t trust businesspeople, they enjoy gaining
unfair advantage at the expense of others, and they don’t put a tangible value on
intangible services. Say, for example, I sell a product on eBay for 1000 RMB. eBay would
take a commission of more than 100 RMB, and I would receive the remaining proceeds
instantly. Conversely, Taobao and Alipay do not take any commission. How do they
profit then? With a deep understanding of the Chinese consumer mindset, they have
developed a platform which can be expanded to the masses as a free service — there is
strength in numbers. Stop and think about the amount of transactions processed by
Alipay’s platform daily. It can take up to ten days after payment for the consumer to
confirm receipt of goods. For this period of time, the seller’s funds remain in Taobao’s
own bank account, vis-à-vis eBay, which transfers the funds instantly. In this period,
Taobao can use the funds to do whatever they want —ten days of investment or trading
is surely more profitable than taking ten percent of sales as eBay does. This is a unique
understanding of the Chinese consumer mindset — an asset that foreign enterprises do
not possess.
第⼆、在中国做⽣意，⼀定要有关系。不跟别⼈搞好关系，也要跟政府搞好关系。为
什么？因为中国不像资本主义国家不能随便动⼿动脚。政府不认可你，不喜欢你，他
就打死你。打死你了之后，还要去偷你的技术，或者允许别⼈去偷你的技术与知识产
权去搞⼀个他能接受的平台出来。百度、微博、腾讯、⼈⼈⽹、等等代表性“⼭寨“企
业都是如此做⼤起来了。这也是中国国情的⼀个特⾊。你不跟他合作，你是⽣存不下
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去的。跟别⼈合作也很重要。eBay 当时也没有去了解中国⼈对⽹上支付的不信任，所
以，自然⽽然没有⼈用它买东西。⽽当年的阿里巴巴，认识到这⼀点就允许在邮局收
货后用现⾦支付。这也是，你不跟全国快递机构搞好关系，你是做不到的。
Secondly, to be a successful businessperson in China, you must have strong social
capital — guanxi. You can choose to neglect co-operation with anyone else, but not the
central government. Why not? Because unlike [democratic] capitalist nations, the
government can do as it pleases. If they don’t accept you, or don’t like you, they’ll squash
you. After they squash you, they’ll steal your technology, or at least someone else will —
and they’ll make sure that their platform fits government requirements. Baidu, Weibo,
Tencent, Renren and all sorts of other shanzhai-like enterprises were built on exactly
this premise. This is another unique characteristic of the Chinese market. If you don’t cooperate, you won’t survive. Working with the other parts of infrastructure is important,
too. eBay neglected to consider alternatives to online payment at a time when the
Chinese public was yet to place trust in online transaction, so naturally, nobody used
their platform. Realising this, Alibaba devised a solution which allowed users to pay in
cash at any post office across the nation upon receipt of goods. Without a co-operative
relationship, this would have been impossible.
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A Pioneer
中国有三种企业。这三种企业也分为三个具有代表性的城市。
There are three kinds of enterprise in China, and there are three cities which are
most representative of these.
首先，说北京。北京是中国的首都，自然是国有企业比较多的⼀个城市。这坐城的企
业精神是公务的精神，所以，在这种城市和⼼态下，引发创新的可能性不是很⼤。因
为国有企业有⼀个特点，那就是他用的 KPI 跟私⼈企业是不⼀样的，他针对的市场也
是不⼀样的。国有企业，⼀般以 B2B 的形式与客户互动，⽽他的产品不属于零售的。
也就是说，消费者不会直接去买他的产品。这种企业有很多资本，但是他的创新精神
是比较保守的。他只要能够达到⼀个销售量，才可以达到他 KPI 的目标，才可以升职，
涨⼯资等等。所以，他是不会去冒风险的，他⼀定会选择最保守的，最简单的⼀个战
略。
Let’s talk about Beijing first. Beijing is the capital of China, so naturally it is home
to a comparatively large number of state-owned enterprises [SOEs]. Under the public
servant work mentality, the prospect of innovation is fairly dim. This is attributable to
the unique institutional system of SOEs. The key performance indicators (KPI) used by
SOEs are different to those of privately owned businesses, because they service an
entirely different market. In most cases, state-owned businesses interact with their
clients on a business-to-business basis, rather than retailing directly to customers. These
businesses are answerable to government departments and only need to achieve a
certain sales target to reach their KPI goals, and be promoted. Therefore, SOE executives
will not take risks. They will always choose the most conservative and simplest strategy.
上海又不⼀样。上海是⼀个以⾦融为主的城市，⽽最有代表性的是外资企业和⼤投资
企业。投资者冒风险的也有，但是更多的是想要⼀个稳定的回报，稳定的利息收⼊。
所以，在这种城市，我们往往看到的创新不是前沿的创新。不说投资企业，只要是⼤
企业，⼀定是在做研发的。但是，他研发的科技，⼀定是三年后才能在市场看到的。
拿美国的 Apple 来说，他当年出第⼀代 iPhone，或许第三代已经研发好了。这也是他
的⼀个战略，不能说是错误的，这是他⼀直前沿的⼀种⽅式。
The financial sector is dominant in Shanghai. Most representative of
Shanghainese enterprise is large amounts of investment capital, and particularly, foreign
investment. There are of course risk-taking investors, but the majority of investors seek
a stable return on their capital. In this sort of city, it is difficult to find evidence of
cutting-edge innovation. Both foreign investment firms and large Chinese-owned
enterprises are engaged in cutting edge research and development — there is no
disputing this fact. The results of their research, however, will not be reflected in the
market until about three years later. For example, when Apple announced the first
generation iPhone, I’ll bet the third generation model had probably already been
developed. This is, of course, a certain strategy employed by cutting edge businesses. We
can’t say it is necessarily wrong. This is just how they remain at the cutting edge.
深圳是中国科技企业的首领地，也是中国民间企业的首领地。改⾰开放之前，中国是
没有私⼈企业的，只有我们前面说的两种企业。深圳正好也是改⾰开放以后建立的城
市，也是中国最有包容性的⼀个城市。这有两种原因：第⼀、他是⼀个移民的城市，
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不分外内，都是自⼰⼈。第⼆、在深圳创业的，都是白⼿起家。这种⼈的创业精神本
质上就是不⼀样的。他看到⼀个东西，他认为这个东西缺乏什么，他就赶紧给他改善，
赶紧让他上市。这是比较纯粹的创新，是比较单纯的创新。这也是⼭寨企业活不了多
久的原因。他很先进，但是他先进地都把自⼰给懵了。⽽且，他的技术经常也是模仿
的基础上作出的创新，自然他能模仿别⼈，别⼈也能模仿他。
Shenzhen is the leading Chinese city in the technology industry, but it is also
home to the most civilian enterprises. Before the initiation of the reform and opening-up
policies, there was no such thing as private enterprise in China — only state-owned and
foreign-investment enterprises existed. Shenzhen was built precisely with these
economic reforms in mind, and, owing to its migrant background, is also a place of
tolerance and assimilation. We can attribute the entrepreneurial spirit of Shenzhen to
two unique conditions. In the first place, Shenzhen is a migrant city. There is no
separation of those who are, and those who are not — all are one of the same. Secondly,
the entrepreneurs of Shenzhen are not investors with masses of capital — they are
civilians who start with nothing more than an idea. They look at a product and see its
shortcomings. They don’t research and develop for years — they simply build their own
improved version and rush it to market. This is pure innovation, but it is also a shortsighted business strategy, and the main reason that shanzhai products rarely survive in
the long term. Their products are indeed cutting-edge, and they are innovative. But they
are so cutting-edge that even their developers don’t know what to do next. Their
innovations are made on the foundation of imitation. Naturally, if you can duplicate
someone’s product, someone else can just as easily duplicate your own.
⼭寨企业是在法律的边缘上运作的。为什么不打击⼭寨企业？原因很多。需要先了解
这个带有中国的特⾊的现象，要先了解中国的国情。习近平的宣⾔之⼀是“以和为贵“，
前⼏年也是，“和谐社会”。为了保留这个“和”字，只要不会造成危险，中国政府很多东
西都不会去⼲扰。
Shanzhai enterprises operate on the fringe of the law. Why doesn't the
government crackdown on shanzhai? There is a plethora of reasons — but if you want to
properly understand this uniquely Chinese phenomenon, you must first understand the
unique Chinese national situation 国情. Xi Jinping’s government values harmony above
all else 以和为贵. Similarly, his predecessor Hu Jintiao’s government promoted a
‘harmonious society’ 和谐社会. In order to maintain harmony above all else, unless a
legitimate threat to public security is posed, the Chinese government will turn a blind
eye to many otherwise legally ambiguous phenomena.
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An Investor
我本⼈在国外是用苹果⼿机的，但是到中国，我都要换成小米⼿机。为什么呢？因为
小米⼿机很多功能都具有中国的特⾊，如果要真正了解中国目前的⽹络情况和用户的
日常⽣活，我认为就得亲自使用小米⼿机。
I use an iPhone abroad, but when I return to China, I always swap my SIM-card
into a Xiaomi phone. Why, you may ask? Because the Xiaomi mobile phone has
incorporated many uniquely Chinese features. I believe that Xiaomi mobile phones
provide a good primer to understanding the current state of affairs of China’s online
services and user lifestyle. As such, I believe that anyone who wishes to understand the
place of the mobile phone in Chinese civilian life should themselves experience the
Xiaomi mobile phone.
我对中国的电⼦产品市场有关注了⼤概⼗年。⼗年前，没有小米⼿机的时候，也就是
苹果⼿机即将上市的时候，中国已经有⼀家公司叫做魅族在开发智能⼿机了。魅族原
本是做 MP3 播放机的，可以说他⼀开始也是以⼭寨为起点的⼀个品牌，因为当时苹果
还未进⼊中国市场，所以魅族⼭寨获得了⼀点成就。但是，后来我发现魅族产品虽然
比其他⼭寨品牌好看，但是他的理念是不能帮助他实现长久的利润的。为什么呢？因
为他是单纯地卖⼿机。他给你卖⼀台⼿机，这事⼉就完了。他可能赚你⼀点点的利润，
⽽你用他⼿机用⼀两年，或许就换小米了。
I’ve been paying close attention to the Chinese mobile phone market for about
ten years. Ten years ago, before Xiaomi even existed, and just before the announcement
of the Apple iPhone, there was a company in China making smartphones called Meizu. At
first, Meizu gained initial success as an MP3 player manufacturer, in the absence of the
iPod in the Chinese market. You could say that their company was founded on the same
premise as the shanzhai producers of today. Despite the rather attractive exterior design
of their products, their business model could not possibly remain profitable in the long
term. Why? Because their revenue is reliant on the retail of mobile phones alone. They
sell you a phone, and that’s the end of their relationship with you as a consumer. They
might make a small margin on the hardware, and you’ll use the phone for one or two
years. After that, you’ll probably just buy a Xiaomi.
小米有所不同。小米卖的不是⼿机本身，⽽是⼀种用户的习惯。小米跟苹果也
有所不同，那就是消费⼈群。买苹果⼿机⼀定不是小米针对的用户。因为苹果本身也
用小米所用的“用户习惯“战略留住他的客户，小米也很难把苹果的用户抢过来。小米
⼿机廉价之所以就在于此。从 500 块的红米到 3000 块的⾼级小米 NOTE，小米⼿机刚
上市的半年内，他卖的都是以亏本的价钱卖出。后半年可以收回⼀点成本，但是这不
是他主要的收⼊来源。小米有了你这个用户之后，他就可以以用户的软件习惯去赚其
他商家的钱。因为很多中国⼈有⼀个特点（我当然不是说像你买⾦表的这种消费者，
我们讨论小米就讨论中低等收⼊⽔平的中国⼈）：他获得信息、看电影、看书、听音
乐、下载 APP 等等都不想花钱，能不花钱他是不会花钱的。小米⼿机就满⾜了这样的
需求。
Xiaomi is somewhat different. What Xiaomi sells to the consumer is not a phone,
but a user experience — a lifestyle. Xiaomi is not the same as Apple either. Their target
market is clearly distinguished by the pricing of their products — the Apple consumer is
certainly not a member of Xiaomi’s target demographic. Due to the similarity of their
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proprietary ecosystem strategy, it would be almost impossible for Xiaomi to compete
with Apple. This is precisely why Xiaomi mobile phones are priced at the lower end of
the spectrum. Whether it's the entry-level Hongmi priced at 500 RMB, or the top-end
Xiaomi Note priced at 3000 RMB, Xiaomi makes a loss on all hardware sales within the
first half-year of retail. In the second half-year of sales, they recover some of their costs
with a small margin [as old components gradually depreciate], but this is not their
primary source of income. When you become a Xiaomi user, your value as a member of
their ecosystem becomes a saleable asset to other retailers. This model is particularly
effective because the majority of Chinese consumers… possess a particular trait — that
is, they believe that intangibles (information, film, music, software etc.) should be gratis.
Xiaomi has understood and catered to this particular demand in the market.
就像腾讯当年的 QQ 音乐，或者 PPTV，小米有两个特点：
Using a similar model to QQ Music and PPTV, Xiaomi’s business strategy is
characterised by two specific conditions:
第⼀、他 产品与世界名牌的产品达到了同样的使用效果。他功能上和外观⽅面最开始
以“⼭寨“的⽅式去实现了廉价智能⼿机。这⼀点就是他知识产权有点歧义的地⽅。跟
我前面提的这些公司⼀样，小米⼀开始趁竞争者未准备或者没有办法保护自⼰的知识
产权的时机就去“⼭寨”他们了 。QQ 音乐替代了当时还没进⼊中国市场的 iTunes，
PPTV 提供了电影播放服务，在中国还没有完全对外开放的时候。这两样东西后面”洗
白“之后，就变成上市公司的产品了。小米同样趁苹果⼿机还没正式进⼊中国市场的时
机（苹果是 2013 年才在中国正式推出 iPhone 的，也做了很多本地化的⼯作，比如拼
音输⼊法的改进和中国”全⽹通“兼容。中国移动的 4G 标准在其他国家是没有的，苹果
为了进⼊中国市场就兼容了这个东西）去开发了⼀个比所谓的”⼭寨⼿机“要靠谱，但
是比三星和苹果⽔货便宜的⼀个⼿机，创造了中国第⼀个世界名牌的智能⼿机。这⼏
个公司⼀开始都以⼭寨或者不太正当的⽣意理念去打造自⼰的产品，吸引不想花钱的
用户，以低成本去扩展自⼰的用户平台，有了用户就有了资本，有了资本就可以”洗白
“了。
In the first place, their products are — at least in terms of actual features —
similar to international brand-name products. Initially, in regard to both features and
handset design, Xiaomi developed inexpensive mobile phones by shanzhai-ing successful
existing products. This is why their products sit in a grey area of intellectual property
law. Just like the other companies I’ve mentioned previously, Xiaomi realised their
competitor’s inability to protect their intellectual property, and took advantage of this
opportunity to shanzhai them. QQ Music, developed in the absence of iTunes, eventually
replaced iTunes in the Chinese market. PPTV provided a video streaming platform at a
time when the import of foreign film was still heavily restricted by law. These two
products were later ‘cleansed’ of their legal ambiguity and, eventually, became services
of legitimate businesses traded on global stock markets. Xiaomi was much the same. At a
time when Apple was yet to officially launch the iPhone in China (Apple did not do so
until 2013, after localising many features of the iPhone specifically for the Chinese
market. These included a polished handwriting and pinyin input method, a universally
compatible cellular antenna, developed specifically for compatibility with the
proprietary 4G technology used by China Mobile), Xiaomi developed a mobile phone
that was considerably more trustworthy than the typical shanzhai mobile phone, but
cheaper than comparable Apple and Samsung products. This product was to become the
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first world-renowned Chinese smartphone. All of the above mentioned businesses
initially employed shanzhai, or less conventional means as the foundation for developing
their own brand. Their initial costs were minimal, and their products appealed to
masses of consumers seeking an inexpensive alternative to brand-name products. With
the establishment of a significant user base, revenue naturally follows. With the
turnover of revenue and the generation of profit, the next step for the business is
naturally to ‘cleanse’ itself of less legitimate practices.
第⼆、因为他减少了开发的费用，他的产品要么就可以做免费（像腾讯，他⼏乎没有
多余的费用，除了服务器和开发费用，软件模仿出来不难，⽽它内容也是拷贝过来的）
要么就像小米，低价⽣产低价卖出增加客户量。可想⽽知，小米已经是世界第三家⽣
产量最⼤的智能⼿机公司，用户量是多可怕的⼀个数字。
Secondly, their investment in research and development is significantly lower.
This means that their products can either be provided as a free service or sold at a low
price to increase the size of the user base. Regarded today as the third largest mobile
producer worldwide [behind only Samsung and Apple], it is easy to see that Xiaomi’s
user base is far from insignificant.
小米是不会卖到澳洲或者其他的发展国家去的。他针对⼀些发展中的国家和比较低级
的消费⼈群，⽽澳⼤利亚这种国家，⼏乎⼈⼈都能买得起苹果和三星的⼿机。小米的
成功在于它价格和功能很符合中国老百姓的⼝味，他也跟政府有合作。只要是在中国
成功的公司，⼀定符合这两个条件。当然，这样的理念拿到国外去不⼀定合适。他是
不可能跟苹果三星竞争的，他也从来没有跟他们竞争过，他就⼭寨了⼀下他们⽽已。
所以，小米在印度、非洲、俄罗斯等等这种国家才会去投资，去发展。
Xiaomi will not export its products to developed nations like Australia. Xiaomi
specifically targets developing nations and low-end consumers. In a country like
Australia, almost everyone can afford at least some entry-level variant of an iPhone or
Samsung phone. Xiaomi’s success is in their ability to accommodate the expectations of
consumers in regard to features, at a price that the Chinese commonfolk can afford.
Their success is also owing to their co-operation with the government. Any successful
business in China must fit both of the aforementioned criteria. Of course, such a business
strategy would not be suitable if replicated exactly in an overseas market. [Xiaomi] has
never competed with Samsung or Apple, nor could it possibly compete with them —
they were merely shanzhai-ed for their appeal [to a demographic that could not afford
the original]. Therefore, Xiaomi’s international investment and expansion is targeted
only at places like Africa, India and Russia.247

247 There was previously an unofficial Xiaomi retailer in Australia, but they have since liquidated presumably due
to the fact that Xiaomi phones are crippled in functionality on Australian network bands. This would appear to
indicate a disinterest in consumption outside of a specified market — that being China’s working class and ‘similar
developing economies’.
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PART II

The Gold Rush
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An Opportunist
我们完全是通过⽹络营销的，通过⽹络进⾏支付也通过⽹络宣传。我们每⼀块⼿表差
不多可以赚到 500-600 ⼈民币左右，⼀天⼤概能卖 30 个。我们的成本算低的了，当然
⼀开始买很多⼿表，官⽅店本来就供不应求，我们开销是比较⼤的。但是现在已经有
盈利，我们除了房租和淘宝上的⼴告等等杂费，只有⾦⽔和⼿表本身的成本。
We retail, advertise and facilitate payment exclusively through online means. We
can make about 500-600 RMB from each sale, and sell about thirty on a daily basis. Our
variable costs are low, but of course initially we had to purchase a large amount of
watches. Given that even official channels were unable to meet consumer demand, we
had to source from resellers, and pay a margin which is reflected in the retail price of
our product. We’ve already realised profit. Apart from our [residential apartment] rent
and our advertising expenses, our only actual costs are for the purchase of the watches
and gold-plating solution.
我店原本是卖路由器的，后面⽣意不太好，又开始做⼿机壳的⽣意。Apple Watch 上市
以来，我们做得最成功就是镀⾦服务。
We initially specialised in the resale of wireless routers. After a few months, we
came to the realisation that this market was not as profitable as previously expected,
and began to retail mobile phone cases instead. Our Apple Watch gold-plating service
has been our most profitable endeavour thus far.
你想跟我们合作，可以。但是这个技术我是不可能告诉你的。你想进出⼝，没问题。
我少收点你的镀⾦费，给你打⼏百块的折扣，如果你可以达到批量的话。
We’re willing to enter [reseller] partnerships, but we can’t reveal our trade
secrets. We’re willing to give discounts of a few hundred renminbi per watch to
wholesale purchasers. 248
你要想镀⾦，可以三四个小时之后回来。我得拿去中关村去镀⾦，我只负责管仓库，
我们这里不镀⾦。
Our gold-plating service is carried out by a contractor in Zhongguancun, and
takes about three to four hours. I’m only responsible for the storeroom, we don’t goldplate on this premises.249
我考虑到长期，我会跟每个客户签合同，把⼿表型号记下来。你这个⼿表，在我这里
镀⾦，如果两年之内褪⾊，可以拿回来重新镀，还可以把其他表带拿过来镀⾦。你要
保修，苹果不给修，我可以给你卸下来再给你镀上去。
In consideration of the longevity of this business and proper after-sales service, I
sign a contract with every client, and take note of the serial number of any watch plated
by my company. If the gold plating wears away within two years, you can bring it back
for a free re-plating. You can bring your other watch bands here for free plating, too. If
you have any troubles with your warranty, you can bring your watch to me and I’ll
remove the gold plating. After you’ve repaired it, we will re-plate the watch for free.
248 A

few minutes of research indicates that his profit margins are actually somewhere between 1000-1500%.
I found this hard to believe. He uses low-cost ‘brush plating’电刷镀 technology to do so, which at most
would take 30-45 minutes, and could easily be achieved in the apartment.
249 Again,
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因为苹果店现在供不应求，我店的⼿表都源自中关村，是⽔货。
The Apple Store doesn’t even have any stock, so I can only source my products
from Zhongguancun. Every watch I sell is imported [from Hong Kong].
我们镀⾦服务非常安全，不会影响⼿表正常使用。浸泡在⾦药⽔里面不会有任何不良
的效果。
Our plating process is very safe, and will not affect the functionality of the watch
in anyway. Our bath-based electroplating process does not have any negative side
effects.250

250 He claims his process is safe — and it probably is for the watch — yet, whether knowingly or not, the bath
used almost certainly contains sodium cyanide, which turns to hydrogen cyanide if the pH level is not maintained
within a safe range. Perhaps he is oblivious to this fact, and sources his gold plating solution from Taobao.
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A Classy Bandit
本店卖的表壳分两种。⼀种是没有打过任何字上去，这种表壳最便宜，卖 300 ⼈民币。
他是不锈钢做的，上面镀了⼀层⾦。镀⾦效果⼤概能保证两年有效，两年后会开始褪
⾊。还有⼀种比较贵，卖 800 ⼈民币，上面有字的。如果是批量买的话，上面的字可
以根据你的需求⽽定制。像便宜的那款⼀样，上面镀的⾦过了⼀段时间也会褪⾊。这
个镀⾦效果只是拿来给别⼈看，用的⾦⼦很少，没有什么实际的内在价值。
We sell two types of Apple Watch casing. The first type is an unbranded stainless
steel case with a thin layer of gold plating, and is the most economic at a retail price of
300 RMB. The gold-plating will last for about two years before it begins to wear. The
other type is more expensive, as it is branded with type, and retails for 800 RMB. The
branding can be customised for wholesale orders. The gold-plating will last for the same
amount of time as the cheaper variant. The gold casing is just for show — the actual
amount of gold used is very minimal, and has no significant intrinsic value.
我们的表壳属于⾼仿产品，连表冠都是 1：1 的设计。我们不提供安装服务，我们是批
量供应商。你可以找师傅帮你装。
Our watch cases are high-end replicas ⾼仿 — even the watch crown is replicated
1:1 to match the original. We don’t install these for customers, we are purely a
wholesaler. You need a professional to install this.
我们其实已经做了很多年 iPhone 镀⾦服务，但是我认为 Apple Watch 才给我们提供了
⼀个绝佳机会。因为镀⾦ Apple Watch 有个对比，苹果自⼰本身卖相似的产品，所以
消费者对此产品⼼里有数。iPhone 镀⾦，说难听点就是⼟豪才会买的，拿来炫耀。镀
⾦ Apple Watch 确实也有这样的作用，但是貌似比较低调⼀点，因为苹果自⼰卖这个
东西，不会显得那么⼟，反倒会显得更⾼⼤上。
We have actually been in the iPhone gold-plating business for many years. I
personally think that the Apple Watch presents a unique opportunity. Because the goldplated Apple Watch is marginal to a legitimate product [the 18-karat gold Apple Watch
Edition], so consumers have a point of comparison. To speak harshly, but candidly, goldplated iPhones can only be sold to the uncultured-but-wealthy tuhao ⼟豪, who use it
merely to flaunt wealth.
这种服务是不是⼭寨？我们模仿他的配件提供⼀个可以修理坏掉的⼿表的产品，是否
属于⼭寨？这些问题你可以自⼰想。我们不卖⼿机，也不卖⼿表，我们卖配件。配件
是第三⽅做的，是不是就⼭寨？用了第三⽅配件，你的正版⼿表是不是变成⼭寨⼿表
了？这种问题没法回答你，因为这都是你个⼈⼼中的是非。或许我们得出来的结论就
不⼀样。你可以这样想：我店的表壳，就算不是镀⾦的，是不是跟苹果自⼰⽣产的达
到同样的效果？他的作用是什么，就是拿来装⼿表里面的芯片、显示器，等等⼀系列
的配置。你的表壳坏了，你去苹果店他不给你保修。你要找他换，要 2000 ⼈民币。你
从我这里买壳，找⼀个师傅给你换，或许才 400 不到。差别就是下面的字⽽已。你觉
得是⼭寨吗？你想买镀⾦的来炫耀，不也是另外⼀个用途吗？你只要不是骗消费者，
我认为这些用途都是合理的。你要是买铝制的表换不锈钢表壳去赚里面的差异，或者
甚⾄换成镀⾦的，那就是骗⼈，就是非法的。但我卖的这些产品，没有任何不合法或
者不合理的地⽅。
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Can you call this kind of service shanzhai? Can you call the replacement parts that
we produce for broken watches shanzhai, just because they are based on the original
parts that they are supposed to replace? You can come up with your own response to
these questions. We don’t sell mobile phones, nor do we sell watches. We sell
components. Are we selling shanzhai just because we are a third-party manufacturer?
Does using third-party components [to fix a broken product, or for aesthetics] make
your genuine watch a shanzhai one? I can’t give you answers to any of these questions,
because each individual will have their own personal understanding of what connotes
‘genuine’ or ‘shanzhai’. You and I will probably come to different conclusions in answer
to the same questions. I will offer you some food for thought, though.
Consider the non-gold plated, regular stainless steel cases that I sell here. Tell me:
does my product achieve the same end as the official Apple one? What is the function of
the case? I’ll tell you — to house the processor, display and all the other components
that make up the internals of the watch. Let’s say your casing breaks, and Apple wants
2000 RMB to swap it. You can do the same thing by buying one of my cases and getting it
swapped out by a professional — probably for less than 400 RMB. Do you reckon that’s
shanzhai? If you buy a gold-plated case from me and swap it out for aesthetic purposes,
to show off to your friends, isn’t that just another legitimate application for our product?
As long as you’re not being dishonest to consumers, I believe any of these applications
are entirely reasonable. If you purchase an aluminium-cased Apple Watch Sport and
swap it out for a stainless steel case to earn the difference, or perhaps even swap it out
for a gold-plated case, then you’re misleading the consumer, and you’re breaking the law.
But in selling these products, I’m not doing anything illegal or unreasonable.
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PART III

The Genuine and the ‘Genuine’
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An ‘Honest’ Salesperson
(小米 NOTE)你要买原装，还是⾼仿的？原装的话，16G 三⽹通要 2000 ⼈民币。⾼仿
的话，只要 500 ⼈民币。
Do you want to buy an ‘original’ 原装 one, or a ‘high-end replica’ ⾼仿? If you’d
like one with original packaging, a universally compatible 16GB Xiaomi Note is 2000
RMB. A high end replica is just 500 RMB.
有什么区别？没有任何区别，只不过不含全国保修。
There’s no difference whatsoever. The only difference is, there’s no warranty.
(iPhone)要国⾏还是⽔货？16G 国⾏要 4800 ⼈民币。⽔货可以卖 600 ⼈民币.
Do you want a Chinese retail version, or a ‘smuggled’ one ⽔货? The retail one will
cost you 4800 RMB, or you can have the smuggled one for 600 RMB.251
有什么区别？操作系统基于安卓，但是用户界面与 iOS 毫⽆差别。380 ⼈民币，还用想
什么想，⼲脆买不就完了吗？
There’s no difference. The operating system is based on Android, but the user
interface is an exact replica of iOS. It’s just 380 RMB! Just buy one, what’s there to think
about?

251⽔货 here refers to the shanzhaiji. Another legitimate use of this terminology is for smuggled goods, usually
illegally imported from Hong Kong, as they do not include value-added tax. 国⾏ refers to an original product sold in
Mainland China.
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‘Originals’ in Huaqiangbei
我店卖的表带是苹果原装，官⽅真品。
We only sell originally packaged watch bands — official and genuine products.252
我店卖的⼿机壳也是真品，35 ⼈民币⼀个。
Our leather cases are also genuine,253 and retail for 35RMB a piece.
我们产品卖得比其他店便宜，因为我们有特殊的渠道，与⼯厂有协议。是官⽅真品，
苹果自⼰不要的，他不包装，我们以批发价买货，直接在淘宝店上卖。
We retail [the same product] at a lower price than other retailers, because we
have an exclusive supply channel, and direct co-operation with the factory [that
produces the ‘official’ bands]. Our products are genuine; they are just oversupply or
have not met Apple’s strict requirements. We don’t package them, and we purchase at a
wholesale price directly from the producer. We sell our products directly and
exclusively on Taobao.254

252 His prices are less than half of those of the Apple Store, and while his product does seem to be exactly the
same, at least superficially, I suspect it is a copy, or somehow smuggled out of the factory.
253 Surprisingly, this product is even packaged in the same way as the original, unlike the watch bands. Perhaps
this is because the original has been accessible for longer than the watch bands, which has allowed imitators to
become more precise.
254 The Taobao shop did have positive reviews, but mysteriously disappeared and reappeared weeks later under
a different name, selling the same product at a lower price.

